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Abstract
We introduce tramp, standing for TRee Approximate Message Passing, a python package for composi-
tional inference in high-dimensional tree-structured models. The package provides a unifying framework to
study several approximate message passing algorithms previously derived for a variety of machine learning
tasks such as generalized linear models, inference in multi-layer networks, matrix factorization, and recon-
struction using non-separable penalties. For some models, the asymptotic performance of the algorithm can
be theoretically predicted by the state evolution, and the measurements entropy estimated by the free entropy
formalism. The implementation is modular by design: each module, which implements a factor, can be com-
posed at will with other modules to solve complex inference tasks. The user only needs to declare the factor
graph of the model: the inference algorithm, state evolution and entropy estimation are fully automated. The
source code is publicly available at https://github.com/sphinxteam/tramp.
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1 Introduction
Probabilistic models have been used in many applications, as diverse as scientific data analysis, coding, natural
language and signal processing. It also offers a powerful framework [Bishop, 2013] to several challenges in
machine learning: dealing with uncertainty, choosing hyper-parameters, causal reasoning and model selection.
However, the difficulty of deriving and implementing approximate inference algorithms for each newmodel may
have hindered the wider adoption of Bayesian methods. The probabilistic programming approach seeks to make
Bayesian inference as user friendly and streamlined as possible: ideally the user would only need to declare
the probabilistic model and run an inference engine. Several probabilistic programming frameworks have been
proposed, well suited for different contexts and leveraging variational inference or samplingmethods to automate
inference. To give a few examples, pomegranate [Schreiber, 2018] fits probabilistic models using maximum
likelihood. Church [Goodman et al., 2008] and successors are universal languages for representing generative
models. Infer.NET [Minka et al., 2018] implements several message passing algorithms such as Expectation
Propagation. Stan [Carpenter et al., 2017] uses Hamiltonian Monte Carlo, while Anglican [Wood et al., 2014]
uses particle MCMC as the sampling method. Turing [Ge et al., 2018] offers a Julia implementation. Recently,
Edward [Tran et al., 2016] and Pyro [Bingham et al., 2018] tackle deep probabilistic problems, scaling inference
up to large data and complex models.
In this paper, we present tramp (TRee Approximate Message Passing). In the current rich software ecosys-
tem, tramp aims to fill a particular niche: using message passing-algorithms with theoretical guarantees of
performance in specific asymptotic settings. As an alternative to tramp let us mention the vampyre package that
allows inference in multi-layer networks [Fletcher et al., 2018].
There is a long history behind message passing [Yedidia and Freeman, 2001, Mezard and Montanari, 2009],
approximate message passing (AMP) [Donoho et al., 2009] and vector approximate message passing (VAMP)
[Schniter et al., 2017], that we shall discuss later on. As exemplified in the context of compressed sensing, the
AMP algorithm has a fundamental property: its performance on random instances in the high-dimensional limit,
measured by the mean squared error on the signals, can be rigorously predicted by the so-called state evolution
[Donoho et al., 2009, Bayati andMontanari, 2011], a rigorous version of the physicists "cavity method" [Mézard
et al., 1987]. These performances can be shown, in some cases, to reach the Bayes optimal one in polynomial
time [Barbier et al., 2016, Reeves and Pfister, 2016], quite a remarkable feat! More recently, variant of the
AMP approach has been developed with (some) correlated data and matrices [Schniter et al., 2017, Ma and
Ping, 2017], again with guarantees of optimally is some cases [Barbier et al., 2018, Gerbelot et al., 2020].
These approaches are intimately linked with the Expectation Propagation algorithm [Minka, 2001a] and the
Expectation Consistency framework [Opper and Winther, 2005a].
The state evolution and the Bayes optimal guarantees were extended to a wide variety of models including
for instance generalized linear models (GLM) [Rangan, 2011, Barbier et al., 2019], matrix factorization [Rangan
and Fletcher, 2012, Deshpande andMontanari, 2014, Dia et al., 2016, Lesieur et al., 2017], committee machines
[Aubin et al., 2018], optimization with non separable penalties (such as total variation) [Som and Schniter, 2012,
Metzler et al., 2015, Tan et al., 2015,Manoel et al., 2018], inference in multi-layer networks [Manoel et al., 2017,
Fletcher et al., 2018, Gabrié et al., 2018] and even arbitrary trees of GLMs [Reeves, 2017]. In all these cases, the
entropy of the system in the high dimensional limit can be obtained as the minimum of the so-called free entropy
potential [Yedidia and Freeman, 2001, Yedidia et al., 2005, Krzakala et al., 2014] and this allows the computation
of interesting information theoretic quantities such as the mutual information between layers in a neural network
[Gabrié et al., 2018]. Furthermore, the global minimizer of the free entropy potential corresponds to the minimal
mean squared error, which allows to determine fundamental limits to inference. Interestingly, the mean squared
error achieved by AMP, predicted by the state evolution, is a stationary point of the same free entropy potential,
which allows for an interesting interpretation of when the algorithm actually works [Zdeborová and Krzakala,
2016] in terms of phase transitions.
Unfortunately the development of AMP algorithms faced the same caveat as probabilistic modeling: for
each new model, the AMP algorithm and the associated theory (free entropy and state evolution) had to be
derived and implemented separately, which can be time-consuming. However, a key observation is that the
factor graphs [Kschischang et al., 2001] for all the models mentioned above are tree-structured as illustrated
in Figure 1. Each factor corresponds to an elementary inference problem that can be solved analytically or
approximately. The tramp python package —where tramp stands for tree approximate message passing— of-
fers a unifying framework for all the models discussed above and extends to arbitrary tree-structured models.
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Figure 1: Tree-structuredmodels. (a) Generalized linear model with separable prior p0(x), separable likelihood
pout(y|z) and linear channel z = Wx. (b) Reconstruction using a sparse gradient prior where sparsity is enforced
by the Gauss-Bernoulli prior Nρ = [1 − ρ]δ + ρN . (c) Low-rank matrix factorization with separable priors
p0, separable likelihood pout(y|z) and factorization z = uvT . (d) Multi-layer network with activation functions
al = fl(zl) and linear channels zl = Wlal−1. (e) Committee machine with three experts.
Similar to other probabilistic programming frameworks, the user only has to declare the model (here a tree-
structured factor graph) then the inference, state evolution and entropy estimation are fully automated. The
implementation is also completely modularized and extending tramp is in principle straightforward. If a new
factor is needed, the user only has to solve (analytically or approximately) the elementary inference problem
corresponding to this factor and implement it as a module in tramp. The source code is publicly available at
https://github.com/sphinxteam/tramp.
Many of theAMP algorithms previouslymentioned, especially the vectorized versions considered in [Schniter
et al., 2017, Manoel et al., 2018, Fletcher et al., 2018], can be stated as particular instances of the Expectation
Propagation (EP) algorithm [Minka, 2001a, Opper and Winther, 2005a]. In Section 2 we generalize this ap-
proach to arbitrary tree-structured models. This section is mainly a review of the Heskes et al. [2005] derivation
of EP as a relaxed variational problem, which allows us to introduce the key quantities (posterior moments and
log-evidence) implemented in tramp, where EP is used as the inference engine. Next in Section 3 we show that
the state evolution and the free entropy potential can be reinterpreted as simple ensemble average of the posterior
variances and log-evidence estimated by EP. This allows us to conjecture how to extend the state evolution and
entropy estimation to tree-structured models and implement them in the tramp package. Finally, in Section 4
we illustrate the package on a few examples.
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2 Expectation Propagation
In this section we review the derivation of EP as a relaxed variational problem. First we briefly recall the varia-
tional inference framework and the Bethe decomposition of the free energy [Yedidia and Freeman, 2001] which
is exact for tree-structured models. Then following Heskes et al. [2005], the Bethe variational problem can be
approximately solved by enforcing moment-matching instead of full consistency of the marginals, which yields
the EP algorithm. The EP solution consists of exponential family distributions which satisfy a duality between
natural parameters and moments [Wainwright and Jordan, 2008]. Finally we expose the tramp implementation
of EP.
2.1 Bethe free energy
Let’s consider a general inference problem p(x,y) where x = {x} are the signals to infer and y = {y} the
measurements. We emphasize that each signal x and measurement y is itself a high dimensional object in the
typical cases under consideration (Figure 1). The goal of the inference is to get the posterior p(x|y) and evidence
p(y), or equivalently the negative log-evidence known as surprisal in information theory. We will assume that
p(x,y) can be factorized as a tree-structured probabilistic graphical model (PGM):
p(x,y) =
1
Z0
∏
f
f(xf ; yf ), Z0 =
∫ ∏
x
dx
∏
y
dy
∏
f
f(xf ; yf ), (1)
where {f} is the set of factors of the model, xf = {x ∈ f} denotes the set of variables of the factor f and
yf = {x ∈ f} denotes the set of measurements attached to the factor f , see Figure 2 for an example. We will
sometimes write factors as functions of the variables only f(xf ) = f(xf ; yf ), where the dependence upon the
measurements is implicit. For the factorization Eq. (1) the posterior is equal to:
p(x|y) = 1
Z(y)
∏
f
f(xf ; yf ), Z(y) =
∫ ∏
x
dx
∏
f
f(xf ; yf ). (2)
The Helmholtz free energy is here defined as the negative log partition
F (y) = − lnZ(y) = − ln p(y)− lnZ0, (3)
and gives the surprisal up to a constant. When the PGM is a Bayesian network, for instance all the models except
(b) in Figure 1, the factors are the conditional probabilities f(xf ; yf ) = p(x+f , yf |x−f ), where x−f , x+f denote
the subsets of input/output variables attached to the factor f and yf the measurements (if any) attached to the
factor f . In that case, the normalization constant Z0 = 1 and the Helmholtz free energy is directly equal to the
surprisal.
x5
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x2
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f1
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f9
Figure 2: Illustration of a tree-structured PGM with measurements y = {y1, y2}, signals x = {xi}7i=1 and
factors {fk}9k=1. For this factor graph the variables corresponding to each factor are given by xf1 = {x1},
xf2 = {x2}, xf3 = {x3}, xf4 = {x1, x2, x4}, xf5 = {x3, x4, x5}, xf6 = {x5, x6}, xf7 = {x5, x7}, xf8 =
{x6} and xf9 = {x7}. For the likelihood factors, we denote either implicitly or explicitly the dependence upon
the measurements: f8(x6) = f8(x6; y1) and f9(x7) = f9(x7; y2).
We are interested in computationally hard inference problems and seek an approximation q of the posterior
distribution q(x) ' p(x|y). Consider such an approximation q and the following functional
F [q] = KL[q(x)‖p(x|y)] + F (y) , (4)
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called the variational free energy. As the KL divergence is always positive and equal to zero only if the two
distributions are equal, we can formally get the posterior and the Helmholtz free energy F (y) as the solution of
the variational problem:
F (y) = min
q
F [q] for q?(x) = p(x|y). (5)
However, for a tree-structured PGM we know that the posterior factorizes as
p(x|y) =
∏
f p(xf |y)∏
x p(x|y)nx−1
, (6)
where p(x|y) is the marginal of the variable x, p(xf |y) is the joint marginal over xf and nx is the number of
neighbor factors of the variable x. Therefore we can restrict the variational problem Eq. (5) to distributions of
the form
q(x) =
∏
f qf (xf )∏
x qx(x)
nx−1 , (7)
andminimize over the set of variable marginals {qx} and factor marginals {qf}. Note that the factor and variable
marginals have to belong to the set of consistent marginals
M =
{
{qx, qf} : ∀f, ∀x ∈ f, qx(x) =
∫
dxf\x qf (xf )
}
. (8)
For distributions of the type Eq. (7), the variational free energy Eq. (4) is equal to
FBethe[{qf , qx}] =
∑
f
Ff [qf ] +
∑
x
(1− nx)Fx[qx] , (9)
Ff [qf ] = KL[qf‖f ] , Fx[qx] = −H[qx] , (10)
called the Bethe free energy [Yedidia and Freeman, 2001], where KL and H denote respectively the Kullback-
Leibler divergence and the entropy. Therefore for a tree-structured PGM we have:
F (y) = min
{qf ,qx}∈M
FBethe[{qf , qx}] for q?(x) = p(x|y). (11)
The solution of this Bethe variational problem actually leads to the Belief Propagation algorithm [Pearl, 1988,
Yedidia and Freeman, 2001].
2.2 Weak consistency
For tree-structured PGMs the Bethe variational problem Eq. (11) yields the exact posterior and Helmoltz free
energy, and is solved by the Belief Propagation algorithm. Unfortunately for the PGMs introduced in Figure 1,
which involve high-dimensional vectors or matrices, the Belief Propagation algorithm is not tractable. Following
Heskes et al. [2005] we consider instead a relaxed version of the Bethe variational problem, by replacing the
strong consistency constraint Eq. (8) by the weak consistency constraint:
Mφ =
{{qx, qf} : ∀f, ∀x ∈ f, Eqxφ(x) = Eqfφ(x)} , (12)
for a chosen set of sufficient statistics {φ(x)}. In other words instead of requiring the full consistency of the
marginals, we only require moment matching. The relaxed Bethe variational problem:
Fφ(y) = min{qf ,qx}∈Mφ
FBethe[{qf , qx}] ' F (y) for q?(x) ' p(x|y) , (13)
leads to the solution [Heskes et al., 2005]:
q?f (xf ) = f(xf )e
λᵀfφ(xf )−Af [λf ] , (14)
q?x(x) = e
λᵀxφ(x)−Ax[λx] , (15)
λf = {λx→f}x∈f , (16)
(nx − 1)λx =
∑
f∈x
λx→f , (17)
µ?x = µx[λx] = µ
f
x[λf ] , (18)
where µx[λx] = Eq?xφ(x) and µ
f
x[λf ] = Eq?fφ(x) are the moments of the variable x as estimated by the variable
and factor marginal respectively. This is the fixed point searched by the EP algorithm [Minka, 2001a].
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2.3 Moments and natural parameters duality
The factor marginal qf and variable marginal qx are both in the exponential family, with associated natural
parameters λf and λx. The log-partitions
Af [λf ] = ln
∫
dxf f(xf )e
λᵀfφ(xf ) , (19)
Ax[λx] = ln
∫
dx eλ
ᵀ
xφ(x) , (20)
are convex functions and provide the bijective mappings between the convex set of natural parameters and the
convex set of moments [Wainwright and Jordan, 2008]:
µf [λf ] = Eqfφ(xf ) = ∂λfAf [λf ] , (21)
µx[λx] = Eqxφ(x) = ∂λxAx[λx] , (22)
and the inverse mappings are given by:
λf [µf ] = ∂µfGf [µf ] , (23)
λx[µx] = ∂µxGx[µx] , (24)
where Gx[µx] = maxλx λ
ᵀ
xµx − Ax[λx] and Gf [µf ] = maxλf λᵀfµf − Af [λf ] are the Legendre transforma-
tions (convex conjugates) of the log-partitions and are equal to the KL divergence and the negative entropy
respectively:
Gf [µf ] = KL[qf‖f ] , (25)
Gx[µx] = −H[qx] . (26)
2.4 Graph decomposition of the free energy
Let’s introduce the Gibbs free energy [Opper and Winther, 2005b] and the Minka [2001b] free energy:
G[{µx}] =
∑
f
Gf [µf ] +
∑
x
(1− nx)Gx[µx] (27)
A[{λx, λf}] =
∑
f
Af [λf ] +
∑
x
(1− nx)Ax[λx]. (28)
The Gibbs free energy is a function over the posterior moments with µf = {µx}x∈f while theMinka free energy
is a function over the variable and factor natural parameters. The tramp free energy is the same as the Minka
free energy but is parametrized in term of factor to variable messages λf→x and variable to factor messages
λx→f :
A[{λf→x, λx→f}] =
∑
f
Af [λf ]−
∑
x∈f
Ax[λ
f
x] +
∑
x
Ax[λx], (29)
λf =
⋃
x∈f
λx→f , λfx = λx→f + λf→x, λx =
∑
f∈x
λf→x. (30)
The parametrization Eq. (30) in term of messages has a nice interpretation: the variable natural parameter is the
sum of the incoming messages (coming from the neighboring factors), the factor natural parameter is the union
of the incoming messages (coming from the neighboring variables).
Proposition 1 The relaxed Bethe variational problem Eq. (13) can be formulated in term of the posterior mo-
ments using the Gibbs free energy, in term of the factor and variable natural parameters using the Minka free
energy, or in term of the natural parameters messages using the tramp free energy:
Fφ(y) = min{µx}
G[{µx}] (31)
= min
{λx}
max
{λf}
−A[{λx, λf}] s.t. (nx − 1)λx =
∑
f∈x
λx→f (32)
= min extr
{λf→x,λx→f}
−A[{λf→x, λx→f}]. (33)
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Besides, any stationary point of the free energies (not necessarily the global optima) is an EP fixed point:
µx = µ
f
x, (nx − 1)λx =
∑
f∈x
λx→f . (34)
See [Minka, 2001b, Heskes et al., 2005, Wainwright and Jordan, 2008] for separate derivations of these
equivalences or Appendix A for a condensed proof. Note that the Bethe, Gibbs, Minka and tramp free energies
all follow the same graph decomposition: a sum over factors − sum over edges + sum over variables. The
same graph decomposition holds for the Helmholtz free energy F (y) and the EP approximation Fφ(y). Indeed
F (y) is simply the Bethe free energy evaluated at the true marginals according to Eq. (11) and Fφ(y) is the
Minka/Gibbs/tramp free energy evaluated at the optimal EP fixed point according to Proposition 1.
Remark 2 The above Proposition 1 is closely related to the Expectation Consistency (EC) framework [Opper
andWinther, 2005a,b]. The EC approximation for the log-partition exactly corresponds to theMinka free energy
A for a very simple factor graph with only one variable x and two factors fq(x) and fr(x). The denomination
"Gibbs free energy" for G the dual of A is actually coined from this work.
x
fq fr
The EC approximation can be straightforwardly generalized to any tree-structured factor graph, which yields
another equivalent derivation of Proposition 1.
2.5 Tramp implementation of Expectation Propagation
The tramp implementation of EP works with the full set of messages {λf→x, λx→f}. A stationary point of
A[{λf→x, λx→f}] satisfies:
∂λf→xA = 0 ⇐⇒ µx[λfx] = µx[λx] ⇐⇒ λfx = λx , (35)
∂λx→fA = 0 ⇐⇒ µx[λfx] = µfx[λf ] ⇐⇒ λfx = λx[µfx[λf ]] , (36)
which suggests the iterative procedure summarized in Algorithm 1, where E+ denotes a topological ordering
of the edges and E− the reverse ordering.
The message-passing schedule seems the most natural: iterate over the edges in topological order (forward
pass) then iterate in reverse topological order (backward pass) and repeat until convergence. In fact, if the
exponential beliefs and the factors are conjugate1 then the moment-matching is exact and Algorithm 1 is actually
equivalent to exact belief propagation, where one forward pass and one backward pass yield the exact marginals
[Bishop, 2006].
Algorithm 1: Expectation Propagation in tramp
input: observations {y}
output: posterior natural parameters {λx}
initialize λx→f , λf→x = 0
repeat
foreach edge e ∈ E+ ∪ E− do // forward and backward pass
if e = f → x then
λfx = λx[µ
f
x[λf ]] // moment-matching
λnewf→x = λ
f
x − λx→f // message f → x
if e = x→ f then
λx =
∑
g∈x λg→x // posterior
λnewx→f = λx − λf→x // message x→ f
until convergence
1For example Gaussian beliefs and the factors are either linear transform or Gaussian noise, prior or likelihood
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2.6 Expectation Propagation modules
Wehave the freedom to choose any kind of approximate beliefs, that is choose a set of sufficient statisticsφ(x) for
each variable x. Each choice leads to a different approximate inference scheme, but all are implemented by the
same message passing Algorithm 1. Of course the algorithm requires each relevant module to be implemented:
in practice the variable x (resp. factor f ) module should be able to compute the log-partition Ax[λx] (resp.
Af [λf ]) and its associated moment function µx[λx] (resp. µf [λf ]). Note that the definition of the module
directly depends on the choice of sufficient statistics φ(x), so choosing a different kind of approximate beliefs
actually leads to a distinct module. We list below the modules considered in tramp.
Variable modules A list of approximate beliefs is presented in Appendix B.1. As shown, such beliefs can be
defined over many types of variable: binary, sparse, real, constrained to an interval, or circular for instance. The
associated variable modules correspond to well known exponential family distributions, including the Gauss-
Bernoulli for a sparse variable.
Isotropic Gaussian beliefs Currently the tramp package only implements isotropic Gaussian beliefs on each
variable x ∈ RNx , that is we choose φ(x) = {x,−12xᵀx} as sufficient statistics, the associated natural parame-
ters are bx ∈ RNx (a vector of same dimension as x) and the scalar precision ax ∈ R. The log-partition, mean
rx and variance vx for the variable marginal are equal to
Ax[axbx] =
‖bx‖2
2ax
+
Nx
2
ln
2pi
ax
, rx[axbx] =
bx
ax
, vx[axbx] =
1
ax
. (37)
The log-partition, mean rfx and variance vfx for the factor marginal are equal to
Af [afbf ] = ln
∫
dxf f(xf )e
− 1
2
afx
ᵀ
fxf+b
ᵀ
fxf , (38)
rfx [afbf ] = ∂bx→fAf [afbf ], v
f
x [afbf ] = 〈∂2bx→fAf [afbf ]〉, (39)
where 〈〉 denotes the average over components. The moment-matching is equivalent to match the mean rx = rfx
and variance vx = vfx . In particular the f → x update in Algorithm 1 has to be understood as:
afx =
1
vfx [afbf ]
, bfx =
rfx [afbf ]
vfx [afbf ]
, anewf→x = a
f
x − ax→f , bnewf→x = bfx − bx→f , (40)
and the x→ f update as:
ax =
∑
g∈x
ag→x, bx =
∑
g∈x
bg→x, anewx→f = ax − af→x, bnewx→f = bx − bf→x. (41)
When the variable x has only two neighbor factors, say f and g, the x → f update is particularly simple. The
variable just passes through the corresponding messages:
anewx→f = ag→x, b
new
x→f = bg→x. (42)
Analytical vs approximate modules Many factor modules implemented in the tramp package can be analyt-
ically derived, which means providing an explicit formula for the factor log-partition Af [afbf ], mean rf [afbf ]
and variance vf [afbf ]. The following analytical modules are derived in Appendix B:
• linear channels which include the rotation channel, the discrete Fourier transform and convolutional filters
as special cases;
• separable priors such as the Gaussian, binary, Gauss-Bernoulli, and positive priors;
• separable likelihoods such as the Gaussian or a deterministic likelihood like observing the sign, absolute
value, modulus or phase;
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• separable channels such additive Gaussian noise or the piecewise linear activation channel.
For other modules, that we did not manage to obtain analytically, one resorts to an approximation or an algorithm
to estimate the log-partition Af [afbf ] and the associated mean rf [afbf ] and variance vf [afbf ]. One such ex-
ample in the tramp package is the low rank factorisation module z = uvᵀ, for which we use the AMP algorithm
developed in [Lesieur et al., 2017] to estimate Af [afbf ], rf [afbf ] and vf [afbf ].
MAP modules The maximum a posteriori (MAP) modules are worth mentioning especially due to their con-
nection to proximal methods in optimization [Parikh and Boyd, 2014]. For any factor f(xf ) = e−Ef (xf ), one
can use the Laplace method to obtain the MAP approximation to the log-partition, mean and variance:
Af [afbf ] = −min
xf
Ef (xf |afbf ), (43)
rf [afbf ] = x
∗
f = arg min
xf
Ef (xf |afbf ), (44)
vf [afbf ] = 〈E′′f (x∗f |afbf )−1〉 (45)
for Ef (xf |afbf ) = Ef (xf ) + af2 xᵀfxf − bᵀfxf and where E′′f (xf |afbf ) denotes the Hessian. These quantities
can be expressed as:
Af [afbf ] =
‖bf‖2
2af
−M 1
af
Ef
(
bf
af
)
, (46)
rf [afbf ] = prox 1
af
Ef
(
bf
af
)
, (47)
vf [afbf ] = 〈∂bf rf [afbf ]〉 (48)
where we introduce the Moreau envelop Mg(y) = minx{g(x) + 12‖x − y‖2} and the proximal operator
proxg(y) = arg minx{g(x) + 12‖x − y‖2}. Two such MAP modules are implemented in the tramp pack-
age for the penalties Ef (x) = λ‖x‖1 and Ef (x) = λ‖x‖2,1. The corresponding proximal operators are the soft
thresholding and group soft thresholding operators.
2.7 Related algorithms
We recover several algorithms as special cases of Algorithm 1. For instance the G-VAMP [Schniter et al., 2017],
TV-VAMP [Manoel et al., 2018] and ML-VAMP [Fletcher et al., 2018] algorithms correspond respectively to
the factor graphs Figure 1 (a), (b) and (d). In this subsection, we explicit the equivalence with these algorithms
and argue that the modularity of tramp allows to tackle a greater variety of inference tasks and optimization
problems.
Inference in multi-layer network The ML-VAMP algorithm [Fletcher et al., 2018] performs inference in
multi-layer networks such as Figure 1 (d). The one layer case reduces to the G-VAMP algorithm [Schniter et al.,
2017] for GLM such as Figure 1 (a). Following Fletcher et al. [2018] let us consider the multi-layer model:
p(z) =
L∏
l=0
pl(zl|zl−1) (49)
where z = {zl}Ll=0 includes the measurement y = zL and the signals x = {zl}L−1l=0 to infer. The corresponding
factor graph is displayed in Figure 3 (a). The model generally consists of a succession of linear channels (with
possibly a bias and additive Gaussian noise) and separable non-linear activations; however, it is not necessary to
specify further the architecture as all factors are treated on the same footing in bothML-VAMP and Algorithm 1.
We are interested in the isotropic Gaussian beliefs version of Algorithm 1. According to Eq. (42), the
zl → pl+1 update during the forward pass leads to
a+l
.
= apl→zl = azl→pl+1 , b
+
l
.
= bpl→zl = bzl→pl+1 , (50)
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(a)
z0 z1 z2 · · · zL−1 zL
p0 p1 p2 pL−1 pL
(b)
zlpl pl+1
a+l b
+
l a
+
l b
+
l
a−l b
−
l a
−
l b
−
l
(c)
zl−1 zl
pl
a+l−1b
+
l−1 a
−
l b
−
l
a−l−1b
−
l−1 a
+
l b
+
l
Figure 3: Message passing in ML-VAMP. (a) Multi-layer generalized linear model. (b) The variable zl passes
through the forward message a+l b
+
l (green) during the forward pass, and the backward message a
−
l b
−
l (red)
during the backward pass. (c) The factor pl always takes as inputs the messages a+l−1b
+
l−1 and a
−
l b
−
l (blue). It
outputs the message a+l b
+
l (green) during the forward pass, and the message a
−
l−1b
−
l−1 (red) during the backward
pass.
while the zl → pl update during the backward pass leads to
a−l
.
= apl+1→zl = azl→pl , b
−
l
.
= bpl+1→zl = bzl→pl . (51)
Each variable in Figure 3 (a) has exactly two neighbors, so each variable just passes through the corresponding
messages as illustrated in Figure 3 (b).
According to Eq. (40), the pl → zl update during the forward pass leads to
rl = r
pl
zl
[a+l−1b
+
l−1a
−
l b
−
l ], vl = v
pl
zl
[a+l−1b
+
l−1a
−
l b
−
l ], (52)
al =
1
vl
, bl =
rl
vl
, a+l = al − a−l , b+l = bl − b−l . (53)
while the pl → zl−1 update during the backward pass leads to
rl−1 = rplzl−1 [a
+
l−1b
+
l−1a
−
l b
−
l ], vl−1 = v
pl
zl−1 [a
+
l−1b
+
l−1a
−
l b
−
l ], (54)
al−1 =
1
vl−1
bl−1 =
rl−1
vl−1
, a−l−1 = al−1 − a+l−1, b−l−1 = bl−1 − b+l−1. (55)
as illustrated in Figure 3 (c). The ML-VAMP algorithm parameterizes the messages using the precisions γ±l =
a±l and themeans r
±
l = b
±
l /a
±
l instead of the natural parameters a
±
l and b
±
l , but otherwise it is strictly equivalent
to the EP Algorithm 1. Indeed the ML-VAMP algorithm computes during the forward pass:
zˆ+l = rl, η
+
l = al, (56)
and updates the message according to:
γ+l = η
+
l − γ−l , r+l = (η+l zˆ+l − γ−l r−l )/γ+l (57)
which is identical to Eq. (53). Similarly the backward pass in the ML-VAMP algorithm is equivalent to Eq. (55).
Finally the equivalence also holds for the prior p0(z0) and the likelihood pL(y|zL−1). The prior is only used
during the forward pass, it receives the backward message a−0 b
−
0 as input and outputs the forward message a
+
0 b
+
0 .
The likelihood is only used during the backward pass, it receives the forward message a+L−1b
+
L−1 as input and
outputs the backward message a−L−1b
−
L−1.
Therefore the EP Algorithm 1 with isotropic Gaussian beliefs is exactly equivalent to the ML-VAMP al-
gorithm. It offers a direct generalization to any tree-structured model, for instance the tree network of GLMs
considered in [Reeves, 2017].
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Optimization with non-separable penalties We now turn to the TV-VAMP algorithm [Manoel et al., 2018]
designed to solve optimization problem of the form:
x∗ = arg min
1
2∆
‖y −Ax‖2 + λf(Kx). (58)
This corresponds to the MAP estimate for the factor graph displayed in Figure 4. Of particular interest is the
caseK = ∇ and f(z) = ‖z‖2,1 which is identical to the total variation penalty for x.
We are interested in the version of Algorithm 1 with isotropic Gaussian beliefs on all variables except x
for which we consider a full covariance belief. The penalty term λf would correspond to a factor e−λf(z) in a
probabilistic setting, but here we are only considering the MAP module for which the mean and variance are
given by Eqs (47) and (48):
rf [afbf ] = η λ
af
(
bf
af
)
, vf [afbf ] =
1
af
〈
∇η λ
af
(
bf
af
)〉
, (59)
where we introduce the function ηλ(x) = proxλf (x) following Manoel et al. [2018].
First note that each variable in Figure 4 has exactly two neighbors. According to Eq. (42) the message
passing is then particularly simple: the variable just passes through the corresponding messages. The Gaussian
likelihood ∆ (Appendix B.4.3) leads to the messages:
aa→A = a∆→a =
1
∆
, ba→A = b∆→a =
y
∆
, (60)
and the linear channel A with full covariance belief on x (Appendix B.2.11) leads to the messages:
ax→K = aA→x =
AᵀA
∆
, bx→K = bA→x =
Aᵀy
∆
. (61)
This stream of constant messages from the likelihood ∆ up to factor K is displayed on Figure 4. According to
Eq. (40), the K → z update for the linear channel K with isotropic belief on z (Appendix B.2.1) leads to the
messages:
rKx = Σ
K
x
[
Aᵀy
∆
+Kᵀbz→K
]
, ΣKx =
[
AᵀA
∆
+ az→KKᵀK
]−1
, (62)
rKz = Kr
K
x , v
K
z =
1
Nz
Tr
[
KΣKx K
ᵀ] , (63)
az→f = aK→z =
1
vKz
− az→K , bz→f = bK→z = r
K
z
vKz
− bz→K , (64)
and the f → z update for the MAP module λf leads to the messages:
rfz = η λ
az→f
(
bz→f
az→f
)
, vfz =
1
az→f
〈
∇η λ
az→f
(
bz→f
az→f
)〉
, (65)
az→K = af→z =
1
vfz
− az→f , bz→K = bf→z = r
f
z
vfz
− bz→f . (66)
In [Manoel et al., 2018] the following quantities at iteration t are denoted by:
az→K = ρt, bz→K = ut, rKx = x
t, vKz = σ
t
x, r
f
z = z
t, vfz = σ
t
z (67)
Then Eqs (62), (65) and (66) are exactly equivalent to the Eqs (24), (25) and (26) of [Manoel et al., 2018]
defining the TV-VAMP algorithm.
As discussed in greater detail byManoel et al. [2018], the TV-VAMP algorithm is closely related to proximal
methods: it can be viewed as the Peaceman-Rachford splitting where the step-size ρt is set adaptively. Then Al-
gorithm 1 offers a generalization to any optimization problem for which the factor graph of penalty/constraints
is tree-structured. For instance, while the TV-VAMP can only solve linear regression with a TV penalty, Al-
gorithm 1 can be easily applied to a classification setting: one just needs to replace the Gaussian likelihood ∆
by the appropriate likelihood. Also Algorithm 1 offers more flexibility in designing the approximate inference
scheme: for example one can choose isotropic or diagonal Gaussian belief for x to alleviate the computational
burden of inverting a matrix in Eq. (62).
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Figure 4: Message passing in TV-VAMP.
2.8 EP, EC, AdaTAP and Message-Passing
There is a long history behind the methods used in this section and the literature on statistical physics. In
particular, broadening the class of matrices amenable to mean-field treatments was the motivation behind a
decades long series of works.
Parisi and Potters [1995] were among the pioneers in this direction by deriving mean-field equations for
orthogonal matrices. The adaTAP approach of Csató et al. [2002], and their reinterpretation as a particular
case of the Expectation Propagation [Minka, 2001a] allowed for a generic reinterpretation of these ideas as
an approximation of the log partition named Expectation Consistency (EC) [Heskes et al., 2005, Opper and
Winther, 2005a,b]. Many works then applied these ideas to problems such as the perceptron [Shinzato and
Kabashima, 2008b,a, Kabashima, 2003].
All these ideas where behind the recent renewal of interest of message-passing algorithms with generic
rotationally invariant matrices [Schniter et al., 2017, Ma and Ping, 2017, Çakmak et al., 2014, 2016]. In a recent
work, Maillard et al. [2019] showed the consistency and the equivalence of these approaches.
3 State evolution
In this Section, we show that (i) the state evolution can be formulated as the ensemble average of the EP updates,
(ii) the free entropy potential is equal to the ensemble average EP approximation to the surprisal and (iii) we
consistently find that the state evolution fixed point corresponds to a stationary point of the free entropy potential.
To do so, we will first consider the high-dimensional limit of the variable and factor marginal and define the
relevant ensemble average. Next, we will see that the state evolution can be reframed as several but equivalent
optimization problems on potential functions, which all yield the measurements entropy as the global optimum.
The duality between posterior overlaps/variances and precisions plays a crucial role and is a generalization of
the I-MMSE relationship [Guo et al., 2005] and is similar to Reeves [2017] formalism.
3.1 Setting
While the EP algorithm can be applied to any probabilistic model and any choice of approximate beliefs, its
performance in the high dimensional limit (the so-called state evolution formalism) is to date only derived for
a restricted class of models. A very general setting is the tree network of GLMs proposed by Reeves [2017],
which includes the GLM andmulti-layer network as special cases, and applies to the EP algorithmwith isotropic
Gaussian beliefs. The state evolution is proven in the multi layer case [Fletcher et al., 2018] when the weight
matrices in linear channels are drawn from an orthogonally invariant ensemble, but is expected to hold in the
tree network case [Reeves, 2017]. In this section we shall not prove the state evolution formalism and refer
the reader to the relevant publications. We will rather reformulate it as an equivalent but more interpretable
ensemble average of the underlying EP algorithm, which furthermore can be modularized as done in the tramp
package.
Teacher-student scenario Let us consider a tree-structured PGM p(x,y), for which the state evolution for-
malism holds, in the so-called teacher-student scenario. A teacher generates the true signals x = {x} and
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measurements y = {y} from this model, and only communicates the measurements to the student, the student
goal is to infer back the signals. While the state evolution holds in larger generality, tramp only implements
the Bayes-optimal case where the student has full knowledge of the teacher generating distribution p(x,y) and
assumes the exact same PGM to do the inference. To infer the signals, our student will use the EP Algorithm 1
with isotropic Gaussian beliefs which yields estimates of the posterior mean rx and variance vx for each signal
x.
High dimensional limit In our PGM, each signal x and each measurement y is itself a high-dimensional
vector or matrix (Figure 1). We are interested in the high dimensional regime where the dimension of each
signal goes as Nx = αxN , where the scaling αx are held fixed and N → ∞. In that limit, we expect several
EP quantities to self average, such as the variances vx and vf , the messages precisions ax→f and af→x, and
the scaled log-partitions Af and Ax. The state evolution equations derived in earlier publications actually give
the time evolution of the ensemble average variances, from which the appropriate ensemble average can be read
off. This ensemble average is defined at given message precisions (which may represent the typical precisions
at iteration t of the EP algorithm) and is presented in Section 3.2.
EP performance The performance of the EP Algorithm 1 can be quantified by the mean squared error (MSE)
obtained for each signal x, that is the MSE between the posterior mean rx as estimated by EP and the ground
truth value of x. In the Bayes-optimal setting this MSE is equal to vx, the posterior variance as estimated by
EP. Thus the state evolution also allows to track the performance of the EP algorithm at each iteration. The
final MSE obtained (when the EP algorithm has converged) corresponds to a state evolution fixed point and can
be shown to be a critical point of the replica free entropy potential [Manoel et al., 2017], or equivalently the
Reeves [2017] potential. These two potentials will be shown to be equivalent and will be expressed in term of
the ensemble average log-partitions Af and Ax in Section 3.6.
Bayes-optimal vs hard phase The minimal MSE (MMSE) estimate of x and the MMSE itself are equal to
the exact posterior mean and variance, given by the exact posterior marginal p(x|y). The behaviour of AMP
algorithms, such as EP Algorithm 1, has been investigated for a number of probabilistic models [Zdeborová and
Krzakala, 2016]. For a large range of parameters specifying the model, AMP/EP is found to be Bayes-optimal
and achieves the MMSE. However, for some regions of parameters known as the hard phase it fails to achieve
the MMSE; but to date no polynomial time algorithm is known to achieve any better. Both the MSE achieved
by EP and the MMSE are critical points of the free entropy potential, the MMSE corresponding though to the
global minimizer.
3.2 Ensemble average at fixed precisions
Variable Let Nx be the dimension of the variable x. The ensemble average variance and scaled log-partition
are given by:
vx[ax] = Evx[axbx] =
1
ax
, (68)
Ax[ax] = E
1
Nx
Ax[axbx] =
1
2
axρx − 1
2
+
1
2
ln
2pi
ax
, (69)
where ρx = E
‖x‖22
Nx
is the second moment of x. The overlap between the signal x and the estimate rx is equal to:
mx[ax] = E
rx[axbx] · x
Nx
= ρx − vx[ax]. (70)
Eq. (68) is trivial because the instance variance vx[axbx] = 1ax is already independent of bx. For the ensemble
average log-partition, we have Ax[ax] = 12axqx +
1
2 ln
2pi
ax
where qx = E
‖rx‖22
Nx
is the self-overlap. But in the
Bayes optimal setting qx = mx = ρx − vx which implies Eqs (69) and (70).
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Factor Let’s x+f (resp. x
−
f ) denote the set of output (resp. input) variables of the factor f(xf ) = p(x
+
f |x−f ).
We use this compact notation to deal with all cases (prior, channel, factorization, likelihood) having none to
several inputs or outputs. Consider the elementary inference problem:
z−f x
−
f x
+
f z
+
f
ρ−f −∆−f ∆−f f(xf ) ∆+f
The teacher generates the signal xf and measurements zf from the probabilistic model:
p(xfzf |∆f ) = N (z+f | x+f ∆+f )f(xf )N (x−f | z−f ∆−f )N (z−f | 0, ρ−f −∆−f ). (71)
The student must infer the signals xf from the noisy observations zf . The posterior is equal to
p(xf |afbf ) = f(xf )e−
1
2
afx
T
f xf+b
T
f xf−Af [af bf ] (72)
where af = 1∆f are the noise precisions and bf =
zf
∆f
. We see that the student posterior corresponds to the
factor marginal Eq. (14). In particular the log-partition of this elementary inference problem is Af [afbf ], the
student estimate of the signals xf is the posterior mean rf [afbf ] and the expected error is the posterior variance
vf [afbf ]. Let Nf be the dimension chosen to scale the factor f . The ensemble average variance and scaled
log-partition are given by:
vfx [af ] = Evfx [afbf ], (73)
Af [af ] = E
1
Nf
Af [afbf ], (74)
and the overlap between the student estimate rf and the ground truth xf is equal to:
mfx[af ] = E
rfx [afbf ] · x
Nx
= ρx − vfx [af ], (75)
where the expectation is over the teacher generative distribution Eq. (71).
3.3 Tramp implementation of state evolution
In the high dimensional limit we expect the variances and scaled log-partition to concentrate around their ensem-
ble averages. Then the evolution of the variances in the tramp version of EP is simple to predict: we just have to
replace the instance variance by the corresponding ensemble average, which yields the tramp implementation
of state evolution summarized in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2: State evolution in tramp
output: precisions {ax}
initialize ax→f , af→x = 0
repeat
foreach edge e ∈ E+ ∪ E− do // forward and backward pass
if e = f → x then
afx = 1/v
f
x [af ] // variance-matching
anewf→x = a
f
x − ax→f // message f → x
if e = x→ f then
ax =
∑
g∈x ag→x // posterior
anewx→f = ax − af→x // message x→ f
until convergence
The state evolution in [Fletcher et al., 2018], proved for the multi-layer network with orthogonally invariant
weight matrices, exactly corresponds to Algorithm 2 applied to the chain graph Figure 1 (d).
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3.4 Expression in term of mutual information
Variable During the inference procedure, we start from maximal uncertainty H[ρx] about x to remaining
uncertainty H[vx] after estimating x (estimate rx and variance vx). The information gain is therefore
Ix[ax] = H[ρx]−H[vx] = 1
Nx
I[x; rx] =
1
2
ln axρx , (76)
whereH[v] = 12 ln 2piev is the entropy a Gaussian variable with variance v. This is also the mutual information
between the estimate rx and the variable x. The mutual information Ix[ax] and average log-partitionAx[ax] are
related by:
Ix[ax] =
1
2
axρx −Ax[ax] + 1
2
ln
2piρx
e
. (77)
Factor The mutual information between the measurements zf = bfaf and the signals to infer xf is equal to:
If [af ] =
1
Nf
I[xf ; zf ] =
1
2
∑
x∈f
αfxax→fρx −Af [af ] +
1
2
∑
x∈f−
αfx ln
2piρx
e
, (78)
where αfx = NxNf denotes the scaling
2 of the variable x ∈ f . If the factor has no inputs f− = ∅ (for instance a
prior) then the third term disappears.
3.5 Duality between overlaps/variances and precisions
Overlaps precisions duality The ensemble average Ax[ax] and Af [af ] are convex functions. They provide
the bijective mapping between the overlaps and precisions:
1
2mx = ∂axAx[ax],
1
2α
f
xm
f
x = ∂ax→fAf [af ], (79)
1
2ax = ∂mxA
∗
x[mx],
1
2α
f
xax→f = ∂mfxA
∗
f [mf ], (80)
where we introduce the Legendre transformations of Ax[ax] and Af [af ]:
A∗x[mx] = maxax
1
2axmx −Ax[ax] = −12 ln 2pi(ρx −mx), (81)
A∗f [mf ] = maxaf
∑
x∈f
1
2α
f
xax→fm
f
x −Af [af ]. (82)
The relationship 12α
f
xm
f
x = ∂ax→fAf is quite remarkable as it works for any kind of factors (prior, likelihood,
linear, channel, factorization) and for all the variables attached to the factors (inputs and outputs). See Ap-
pendix C for a proof.
Variances precisions duality As Ax[ax] and Af [af ] are convex, the mutual informations Ix[ax] and If [af ]
are concave. They provide the bijective mapping between the variances and precisions:
1
2vx = ∂axIx[ax],
1
2α
f
xv
f
x = ∂ax→f If [af ], (83)
1
2ax = −∂vxI∗x[vx], 12αfxax→f = −∂vfxI
∗
f [vf ], (84)
where we introduce the Legendre transformations of Ix[ax] and If [af ]:
I∗x[vx] = maxax
Ix[ax]− 12axvx = 12 ln ρxvx − 12 , (85)
I∗f [vf ] = maxax
If [af ]−
∑
x∈f
1
2α
f
xax→fv
f
x . (86)
When the factor f is a prior, the relationship 12v
f
x = ∂ax→f If is known as the I-MMSE relationship [Guo et al.,
2005]. The duality between variances and precisions is almost identical to Reeves [2017] formalism, except that
in tramp we define all quantities separately for the factor and variable marginals.
2For a separable factor, all the variables x ∈ f will have the same dimension Nx = Nf and αfx = 1. For a factor that changes the
variables dimensions, for instance the linear channel x = Wz, we will generally choose to scale the factor by the input dimension. In
the linear channel case Nf = Nz and αfz = 1 and αfx = NxNz which is the aspect ratio of the matrixW .
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3.6 Graph decomposition of the free entropy
Let N be a dimension chosen to scale the entire model. The ensemble average of the surprisal is the measure-
ments y = {y} entropy:
h =
1
N
EF (y) = − 1
N
E ln p(y) =
1
N
H[y]. (87)
Let’s introduce the precisions, overlaps and variances free entropy potentials:
A[{ax, af}] =
∑
f
αfAf [af ] +
∑
x
αx(1− nx)Ax[ax], (88)
A∗[{mx}] =
∑
f
αfA
∗
f [mf ] +
∑
x
αx(1− nx)A∗x[mx], (89)
I∗[{vx}] =
∑
f
αfI
∗
f [vf ] +
∑
x
αx(1− nx)I∗x[vx], (90)
where we denote αx = NxN the scaling of the variable x and αf =
Nf
N the scaling of the factor f . Actually due
to Eqs (77) and (78), the overlaps and variances potentials are equal A∗[m] = I∗[v]. Alternalively, using the
parametrization in term of variable to factor precisions ax→f and factor to variable precisions af→x:
A[{ax→f , af→x}] =
∑
f
αfAf [af ]−
∑
x∈f
αxAx[a
f
x] +
∑
x
αxAx[ax] (91)
af =
⋃
x∈f
ax→f , afx = ax→f + af→x, ax =
∑
f∈x
af→x. (92)
The parametrization Eq. (92) in term of messages has a nice interpretation: the variable precision is the sum of
the incoming precisions (coming from the neighboring factors), the factor precision is the union of the incoming
precisions (coming from the neighboring variables). The free entropy potentials can actually be seen as the
ensemble average Minka and tramp free energy:
A[{ax, af}] = E 1
N
A[{ax, bx, af , bf}], (93)
A[{ax→f , af→x}] = E 1
N
A[{af→x, bf→x, ax→f , bx→f}]. (94)
Their graph decompositions Eqs (88) and (91) follow directly from the similar graph decomposition Eqs (28)
and (29) of the Minka and tramp free energies.
Proposition 3 The measurement entropy is obtained as:
h = min
{mx}
A∗[{mx}] = min{vx} I
∗[{vx}] (95)
= min
{ax}
max
{af}
−A[{ax, af}] s.t. (nx − 1)ax =
∑
f∈x
ax→f (96)
= min extr
{af→x,ax→f}
−A[{af→x, ax→f}] (97)
Besides, any stationary point of the potential functions (not necessarily the global optima) correspond to a state
evolution fixed point:
vx = v
f
x , (nx − 1)ax =
∑
f∈x
ax→f . (98)
In Appendix D, we show that all these formulations are equivalent and all lead to a state evolution fixed
point. The global minimizer of the free entropy potential gives the minimal mean square errors (MMSE) that
are information-theoretically achievable. The mean square errors actually achieved by the EP Algorithm 1 are
also a state evolution fixed point, or equivalently a stationary point of the potentials, which may or may not be
the global optima depending on the task under consideration.
Remark 4 We recover the Reeves [2017] formalism (I∗[v]) proposed for tree GLM and the replica free entropy
formula (A∗[m]) derived in [Gabrié et al., 2018] for multi-layer networks with orthogonally invariant weight
matrices. Although it remains conjectural that the global minima of the free entropy potential yields the exact
measurement entropy, it was rigorously proven by Barbier et al. [2019] for generalized linear models.
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3.7 State evolution modules
For each factor module with isotropic Gaussian beliefs one can easily implement the corresponding state evolu-
tion module by taking the ensemble average presented in Section 3.2. For some modules there are closed-form
expressions for the ensemble average log-partitionAf [af ] and variance vf [af ]: the linear channel (App. B.2.2),
the Gaussian prior (App. B.3.4), the Gaussian likelihood (App. B.4.3) and the additive Gaussian noise channel
(App. B.5.3). For separable factors Af [af ] and vf [af ] can be analytically obtained through a low dimensional
integration: a one-dimensional integral for a separable prior (App. B.3.2), a two-dimensional integral for a
separable likelihood (App. B.4.2) and a two-dimensional integral for a separable channel (App. B.5.2)
4 Examples
This section is dedicated to illustrating the tramp package. We first point out that its reconstruction perfor-
mances asymptotically reaches the Bayes optimal limit out of the hard phase and that its fast execution speed
often exceeds competing algorithms. Moreover we stress that the cornerstone of tramp is its modularity, which
allows it to handle a wide range of inference tasks. To appreciate its great flexibility, we illustrate its performance
on various tree-structured PGMs. Finally, the last section depicts the ability of tramp to predict its own state
evolution performance on two simple GLMs: compressed sensing and sparse phase retrieval. All the codes cor-
responding to the examples presented in this section can be found at https://github.com/benjaminaubin/
tramp_examples.
4.1 Benchmark on sparse linear regression
Let us consider a sparse signal x ∈ RN , iid drawn according to x ∼∏Ni=1Nρ(xi) whereNρ = [1− ρ]δ + ρN
is the Gauss-Bernouilli prior and N the normal distribution. The inference task is to reconstruct the signal x
from noisy observations y ∈ RM generated according to
y = Ax+ ξ (99)
where A ∈ RM×N is the sensing matrix with iid Gaussian entries Aji ∼ N (0, 1/N) and ξ is a iid Gaussian
noise ξ ∼ N (0,∆). We define α = M/N the aspect ratio of the matrixA. The corresponding PGM is depicted
in Figure 5.
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Figure 5: Sparse linear regression PGM.
The sparse linear regression problem can be easily solved with the tramp package. We simply need to import
the necessary modules, declare the model, and run the Expectation Propagation algorithm:
1 # import modules
2 from tramp.base import Variable as V
3 from tramp.priors import GaussBernoulliPrior
4 from tramp.likelihoods import GaussianLikelihood
5 from tramp.channels import LinearChannel
6 # declare sparse linear regression model
7 model = (
8 GaussBernoulliPrior(rho=rho , size=N) @ V(’x’) @
9 LinearChannel(A) @ V(’z’) @
10 GaussianLikelihood(var=Delta , y=y)
11 ). to_model ()
12 # run EP
13 from tramp.algos import ExpectationPropagation
14 ep = ExpectationPropagation(model)
15 ep.iterate(max_iter =200)
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Figure 6: Benchmark on a sparse linear regression task: rescaled MSE as a function of α = M/N . The MSE
achieved by tramp (blue) is compared to the Bayes-optimal MMSE (black), Hamiltonian Monte-Carlo (orange)
from PyMC3 (with ns = 1000 distribution samples and NUTS sampler) and Lasso (green) from Scikit-Learn
(with the regularization parameter set by cross-validation). The above experiments have been performed with
parameters (N, ρ,∆) = (1000, 0.05, 0.01) and have been averaged over 100 samples.
We compare the tramp performance on this inference task to the Bayes optimal theoretical prediction from
Barbier et al. [2019] to two state of the art algorithms for this task: Hamiltonian Monte-Carlo from the PyMC3
package [Salvatier et al., 2016] and Lasso (L1-regularized linear regression) from the Scikit-Learn package
[Pedregosa et al., 2011]. Note that to perform our experimental benchmark in Figure 6 the tramp and PyMC3
algorithms had access to the ground-truth parameters (ρ,∆) used to generate the observations. In order to
make the benchmark as fair as possible, we use the optimal regularization parameter for the Lasso, obtained by
cross-validation.
We observe in Figure 6 (left) that for this model tramp is Bayes-optimal and reaches the MMSE, up to finite
size fluctuations, just as PyMC3. They naturally both outperform Lasso from Scikit-Learn that never achieves
the Bayes-optimal MMSE for the full range of aspect ratio α under investigation. This is expected and unfair to
Lasso as the two Bayesian methods have full knowledge of the exact generating distribution in our toy model,
but this is rarely the case in real applications.
Whereas the Hamiltonian Monte-Carlo algorithm requires to draw a large number of samples (ns = 103) to
reach a given threshold of precision, tramp is an iterative algorithm that converges in a few iterations varying
broadly speaking between [100; 102]. It leads interestingly to an execution time smaller of two orders of mag-
nitude with respect to PyMC3 as illustrated in Figure 6 (right). Hence the fast convergence and execution time
of tramp is certainly a deep asset over PyMC3, or similar Markov Chain Monte-Carlo packages.
4.2 Depicting tramp modularity
In order to show the remarkable adaptability and modularity of tramp to handle various inference tasks, we
present here different examples where the prior distributions are modified flexibly. In particular, we consider first
Gaussian denoising of synthetic data with either sparse discrete Fourier transform (DFT) or sparse gradient, and
second the denoising and inpainting of real images drawn from the MNIST data set, using a trained Variational
Auto-Encoder (VAE) as a prior.
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4.2.1 Sparse DFT/gradient denoising
Let us consider a signal x ∈ RN corrupted by a Gaussian noise ξ ∼ N (0,∆), that leads to the observation
y ∈ RN according to
y = x+ ξ (100)
In contrast to the first section in which we considered the signal x to be sparse, we assume here that the signal
is dense but that a linear transformation of the signal is sparse. In other words let us define the variable z = Ωx
that we assume to be sparse, where Ω denotes a linear operator acting on the signal. The PGM associated to this
model is depicted in Figure 7.
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Figure 7: PGM for sparse Ω denoising, where Ω represents either the DFT or the gradient operator.
As a matter of clarity, we focus on two toy one-dimensional signals:
1. x ∈ RN such that ∀i ∈ [1 : N ], xi = cos(ti) + sin(2ti), with ti = 2pi(−1 + 2iN ). The signal is sparse
in the Fourier basis with only two spikes, that leads us to consider a sparse DFT prior: Ω is the discrete
Fourier transform,
2. x ∈ RN such that it is randomly drawn constant by pieces. Its gradient contains a lot of zeros and therefore
inference with a sparse gradient prior is appropriate: Ω is the gradient operator.
After importing the relevant modules, declaring the model in the tramp package is simple, for instance for
the sparse gradient model:
1 # sparse gradient denoising
2 model = (
3 GaussianPrior(size=N) @ V(’x’, n_prev=1, n_next =2) @ (
4 GaussianLikelihood(var=Delta , y=y) + (
5 GradientChannel () +
6 GaussBernoulliPrior(rho=rho , size=(1,N))
7 ) @ V(’z’, n_prev=2, n_next =0)
8 )
9 ). to_model ()
For the sparse DFT model, one just needs to replace GradientChannel by DFTChannel. Numerical experi-
ments are shown in Figure 8. The left panel shows the observation y, while the middle and right panels illustrate
the tramp reconstruction of the signal xˆ and of its linear transform zˆ compared to the ground truth x∗ and z∗.
The tramp reconstruction approaches closely the ground truth signal and leads toMSE∼ 10−2/10−3 for signals
1/2.
4.2.2 Variational Auto-Encoder on MNIST
Let us consider a signal x ∈ RN (with N = 784) drawn from the MNIST data set. We want to reconstruct the
original image from a corrupted observation y = ϕ(x) ∈ RN , where ϕ : RN → RN represents a noisy channel.
In the following the noisy channel represents either a Gaussian additive channel or an inpainting channel, that
erases some pixels of the input image.
In order to reconstruct correctly the MNIST image, we investigated the possibility of using a generative
prior such as a Variational Auto-Encoder (VAE) along the lines of Bora et al. [2017], Fletcher et al. [2018].
The information theoretical and approximate message passing properties of reconstruction of a low rank or
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Figure 8: Sparse FFT/gradient denoising: (left) noisy observation y, (middle) ground truth signal x∗ and pre-
dicted xˆ and (right) ground truth linear transform z∗ and predicted zˆ for (upper) sparse DFT denoising with
(N, ρ,∆) = (100, 0.02, 0.1) and (lower) sparse gradient denoising with (N, ρ,∆) = (400, 0.04, 0.01).
GLM channel, using a dense feed-forward neural network generative prior with iid weights has been studied in
particular in [Aubin et al., 2019b,a]. The VAE architecture is summarized in Figure 9 and the training procedure
on the MNIST data set follows closely the canonical one detailed in [Keras-VAE]. We considered two common
inference tasks: denoising and inpainting.
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Figure 9: Denoising/inpaiting a MNIST image with a VAE prior. The weights W1,W2 and biases b1, b2 were
learned beforehand on the MNIST data set.
Denoising: In that case, the corrupted channel ϕden,∆ adds a Gaussian noise and corresponds to the noisy
channel
ϕden,∆(x) = x+ ξ with ξ ∼ N (0,∆) .
Inpaiting: The corrupted channel erases a few pixels of the input image and corresponds formally to
ϕinp,Iα(x) =
{
0 if i ∈ Iα ,
xi otherwise .
where Iα denotes the set of erased indexes of size bαNc for some α ∈ [0; 1]. As an illustration, we consider two
different manners of generating the erased interval Iα:
1. A central horizontal band of width bαNc: Ibandα = [bN2 (1− α)c; bN2 (1 + α)c]
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Figure 10: Illustration of the tramp prediction xˆ using a VAE prior from observation y = ϕ(x∗) with x∗ a
MNIST sample. (left) Denoising ϕ = ϕden,∆ with ∆ = 4. (right-upper) Band-inpainting ϕinp,Ibandα with
α = 0.3 (right-lower) Uniform-inpainting ϕinp,Iuniα with α = 0.5.
2. Indices drawn uniformly at random bαNc : Iuniα ∼ U([1,N]; bαNc)
Solving these inference tasks in tramp is straightforward: first declare the model Figure 9 and then run
Expectation Propagation as exemplified in Section 4.1 for the sparse regression case. A few MNIST samples x∗
compared to the noisy observations y and tramp reconstructions xˆ are presented in Figure 10, that suggest that
tramp is able to use the trained VAE prior information to either denoise very noisy observations or reconstruct
missing pixels.
4.3 Theoretical prediction of performance
Previous sections were devoted to applications of the Expectation Propagation (EP) Algorithm 1 implemented
in tramp. Moreover the state evolution (SE) Algorithm 2 has also been implemented in the package. This two-
in-one package makes it easier and powerful to obtain performances of the EP algorithm on finite size instances
as well as the infinite size limit behavior predicted by the state evolution.
We illustrate this on two generalized linear models: compressed sensing and sparse phase retrieval, whose
common PGM is represented in Figure 11. Briefly, we consider a sparse x ∈ RN iid drawn from a Gauss-
Bernoulli distribution Nρ. We observe y ∈ RM = ϕ(Ax) with A ∈ RM×N a Gaussian iid matrix, and the
noiseless channel is ϕ(x) = x in the compressed sensing case and ϕ(x) = |x| in the phase retrieval one.
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Figure 11: Graphical model representing the compressed sensing (ϕ(x) = x)) and phase retrieval (ϕ(x) = |x|)).
We denote α = M/N the aspect ratio of the sensing matrix A.
Getting the MSE predicted by state evolution is straightforward in the tramp package. After importing the
relevant modules, one just needs to declare the model and run the SE algorithm. For instance for the sparse
phase retrieval model:
1 # declare sparse phase retrieval model
2 model = (
3 GaussBernoulliPrior(rho=rho , size=N) @ V(’x’) @
4 LinearChannel(A) @ V(’z’) @
5 AbsLikelihood(y=y)
6 ). to_model ()
7 # run SE
8 from tramp.algos import StateEvolution
9 se = StateEvolution(model)
10 se.iterate(max_iter =200)
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Figure 12: MSE as a function of α = M/N for (left) Compressed sensing (ρ = 0.5), (right) Sparse phase
retrieval (ρ = 0.6).
In Figure 12, we compare the MSE theoretically predicted by state evolution and the MSE obtained on high-
dimensional (N = 2000) instances of EP. Notably up to finite size effects, the MSE averaged over 25 instances
of EP match perfectly the MSE predicted by SE. Also the MSE is equal to the Bayes optimal MMSE proven in
[Barbier et al., 2019], except for a region of α values known as the hard phase. In that phase, there is a significant
gap between the MMSE that is information-theoretically achievable and the MSE actually achieved by EP.
Note that the MMSE is also a state evolution fixed point (Proposition 3) and can thus be obtained by ini-
tializing the SE Algorithm 2 in the right basin of attraction. For the two models discussed here, we found that
initializing the incoming prior message ax→Nρ  1 was sufficient to converge towards the MMSE and obtain
the Bayes optimal curve.
5 Discussion
Modularity The tramp package aims to solve compositional inference tasks, which can be broken down into
local inference problems. As long as the underlying factor graph is tree-structured, the global inference task
can be solved by message passing using Algorithm 1, which is just a particular instance of EP. Note that Algo-
rithm 1 is generic, meaning that it can be implemented independently of the probabilistic graphical model under
consideration. The main strength of the presented approach is therefore its modularity. In the tramp package,
each module corresponds to a local inference problem given by a factor and associated beliefs on its variables.
As long as the module is implemented (which means computing the log-partitionAf [λf ] and the moment func-
tion µf [λf ]), it can be composed at will with other modules to solve complex inference tasks. Several popular
machine learning tasks can be reformulated that way as illustrated in Figure 1. We hope that the tramp package
offers a unifying framework to run these models, as well as study them theoretically using the state evolution
and free entropy formalism. Below, we review some shortcomings of the tramp package and possible ways to
overcome them.
Hyper-parameter learning In principle, it should be straightforward to learn hyper-parameters. As usually
done in hierarchical Bayesian modelling, one simply needs to add the hyper-parameters as scalar variables in
the graphical model with associated hyper priors. In term of the tramp package, one would simply need to
implement the corresponding module (where the set of variables of the factor now includes the hyper-parameters
to learn). In the typical use case, where the signals are high dimensional but the hyper-parameters are just
scalars, Algorithm 1 will likely be equivalent to the Expectation-Maximization [Dempster et al., 1977] learning
of hyper-parameters, as usually done in AMP algorithms [Krzakala et al., 2012].
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Generic belief While the message passing Algorithm 1 is formulated for any kind of beliefs, the current tramp
implementation only supports isotropic Gaussian beliefs. However we could consider more generic beliefs to
deal with more complicated types of variable, such as Gaussian process beliefs [Rasmussen andWilliams, 2006]
for functions or harmonic exponential family beliefs [Cohen andWelling, 2015] for elements of compact groups.
Maybe one can recover algorithms similar to [Opper and Winther, 2000] for Gaussian process classification or
[Perry et al., 2018] for synchronisation problems over compact groups, and reformulate them in a more modular
way. Even if we restrict ourselves to Gaussian beliefs, it may be beneficial to go beyond the isotropic case and
consider diagonal or full covariance beliefs [Opper and Winther, 2005a], or any kind of prescribed covariance
structure. As exemplified in the committee machine keeping a covariance between experts leads to a more
accurate algorithm [Aubin et al., 2018].
Beyond trees By design, the tramp package can only handle tree-structured factor graphs. To overcome this
fundamental limitation and extend to generic factor graphs, one could use the Kikuchi free energy [Yedidia
and Freeman, 2001] in place of the Bethe free energy as a starting point. Similar to the Bethe free energy
which is exact for tree-structured factor graphs, the Kikuchi free energy will be exact if the graphical model
admits a hyper-tree factorization [Wainwright and Jordan, 2008]. The minimization of the Kikuchi free energy
under weak consistency constraints [Zoeter and Heskes, 2005] could be used to implement a generalization of
Algorithm 1, however the message passing will be more challenging than in the tree case. An equivalent of
Proposition 1 will likely hold, where the graph decomposition Eqs (27)-(28) found for the Gibbs and Minka free
energies will be replaced by the hyper-tree factorization.
Convergence The message passing Algorithm 1, like other EP algorithms, is not guaranteed to converge. This
is a major drawback, and indeed on some instances the naive application of Algorithm 1 will diverge. Double
loop algorithms like [Heskes and Zoeter, 2002] will ensure convergence, but are unfortunately very slow. In
practice, damping the updates is often sufficient to converge towards a fixed point. In the tramp package the
amount of damping has to be chosen by the user. It will be therefore interesting to generalize the adaptive
damping scheme [Vila et al., 2015] in order to tune this damping automatically.
Proofs In Section 3, we merely stated the state evolution and the free entropy formalism, but did not provide
any rigorous proof. We instead relied upon earlier derivations of these results for specific models. For instance
in the multi-layer model with orthogonally invariant weight matrices, the state evolution was rigorously proven
by Fletcher et al. [2018] while the free potential was heuristically derived using the replica method [Gabrié et al.,
2018]. When the weight matrices are Gaussian, the replica free entropy can further be shown to be rigorous
[Reeves and Pfister, 2016, Barbier et al., 2019]. One extension of our work would be to generalize existing
proofs to arbitrary tree factor graphs.
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A Proof of Proposition 1
A.1 Minimization of G[{µx}]
First let’s minimize the Bethe free energy at fixed moments µ = {µx}:
Fµ = min{qf ,qx}∈Mµ
FBethe[{qf , qx}] (101)
whereMµ is the set of factor and variable marginals at fixed moment:
Mµ =
{{qx, qf} : ∀x,∀f ∈ x,Eqxφ(x) = Eqfφ(x) = µx} . (102)
The solution will be a stationary point of the Lagrangian
L[{qf , qx, λx→f , λx}] = FBethe[{qf , qx}]
+
∑
f
∑
x∈f
λᵀx→f (µx − Eqfφ(x)) +
∑
x
(1− nx)λᵀx(µx − Eqxφ(x)) (103)
with Lagrange multipliers λx→f and λx associated to the moment constraint Eqfφ(x) = µx and Eqxφ(x) = µx.
Then 0 = δqxL = δqfL = ∂λx→fL leads to the solution:
q∗f (xf ) = f(xf )e
λᵀfφ(xf )−Af [λf ], (104)
q∗x(x) = e
λᵀxφ(x)−Ax[λx], (105)
λf = {λx→f}x∈f , (106)
µx = µx[λx] = µ
f
x[λf ]. (107)
Besides the minimal Fµ is equal to:
Fµ =
∑
f
Ff [q
∗
f ] +
∑
x
(1− nx)Fx[q∗x]
=
∑
f
KL[q∗f‖f ] +
∑
x
(1− nx)(−H[q∗x])
=
∑
f
G[µf ] +
∑
x
(1− nx)Gx[µx]
= G[µ].
But then:
Fφ = min
µ
min
{qf ,qx}∈Mµ
FBethe = min
µ
Fµ = min
µ
G[µ]. (108)
Besides, minimizing G[µ] leads to:
0 = ∂µxG[µ] =
∑
f∈x
λx→f + (1− nx)λx (109)
which is the natural parameter constraint. The solution is therefore the same as the EP fixed point Eq. (34).
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A.2 Stationary point of A[{λx, λf}]
Using the duality between natural parameters and moments:
min
µ
G[µ] = min
µ
∑
f
Gf [µf ] +
∑
x
(1− nx)Gx[µx]
= min
µ
∑
f
max
λf
{
λᵀfµf −Af [λf ]
}
+
∑
x
(1− nx)︸ ︷︷ ︸
≤0
max
λx
{λᵀxµx −Ax[λx]}
= min
µ
min
λx
max
λf
−
∑
f
Af [λf ]−
∑
x
(1− nx)Ax[λx]
+
∑
x
µᵀx
∑
f∈x
λx→f + (1− nx)λx

= min
λx
max
λf
−A[{λx, λf}] s.t (nx − 1)λx =
∑
f∈x
λx→f . (110)
As a consistency check, let’s directly derive the solution to Eq. (110). Consider the Lagrangian
L[{λf , λx, µx}] = A[{λx, λf}] +
∑
x
µᵀx
(nx − 1)λx −∑
f∈x
λx→f
 (111)
with Lagrangian multiplier µx associated to the constraint (nx − 1)λx =
∑
f∈x λx→f . At a stationary point:
∂µxL = 0 =⇒ (nx − 1)λx =
∑
f∈x
λx→f (112)
∂λfL = 0 =⇒ µx = µfx[λf ] (113)
∂λxL = 0 =⇒ µx = µx[λx] (114)
which is exactly the same as the EP fixed point Eq. (34). Furthermore the Lagrangian multiplier is the posterior
moment µx = µ∗x.
A.3 Stationary point of A[{λx→f , λf→x}]
Finally, the optimization under constraint ofA[{λx, λf}] is equivalent to finding a stationary point ofA[{λf→x, λx→f}]
without any constraint. Indeed:
∂λf→xA = 0 =⇒ µx[λfx] = µx[λx] =⇒ λfx = λx (115)
∂λx→fA = 0 =⇒ µfx[λf ] = µx[λfx] (116)
which implies the natural parameter constraint∑
f∈x
λx→f =
∑
f∈x
(λfx − λf→x) = nxλx − λx = (nx − 1)λx (117)
and the moment matching µfx[λf ] = µx[λx] defining the EP fixed point Eq. (34).
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B Tramp modules
B.1 Variable
The tramp package only implements isotropic Gaussian beliefs, but the variable log-partitions presented here
will be useful to derive the factor modules.
B.1.1 General variable
An approximate belief, which we may as well call a variable type, is specified by the base space X as well as
the chosen set of sufficient statistics φ(x). Any variable type defines an exponential family distribution
p(x|λ) = eλᵀφ(x)−A[λ] (118)
indexed by the natural parameter λ. The family can be alternatively indexed by the moments µ = Eφ(x). The
log-partition
A[λ] = ln
∫
X
dxeλ
ᵀφ(x) (119)
provides the bijective mapping between the natural parameters and the moments:
µ[λ] = ∂λA[λ]. (120)
For all the variable types considered below, we will always have x ∈ φ(x) in the set of sufficient statistics. Its
associated natural parameter b ∈ λ is thus dual to the mean r ∈ µ. The mean and variance are given by:
r[λ] = ∂bA[λ], v[λ] = ∂
2
bA[λ], (121)
We list below the log-partition, mean and variance for several variable types, which correspond to well known
exponential family distributions.
B.1.2 Isotropic Gaussian variable
For x ∈ RN , sufficient statistics φ(x) = {x,−12xᵀx}, natural parameters b ∈ RN and scalar precision a ∈ R.
A[ab] = ln
∫
dx e−
1
2
axᵀx+bᵀx =
‖b‖2
2a
+
N
2
ln
2pi
a
, (122)
r[ab] =
b
a
, v[ab] =
1
a
∈ R. (123)
The corresponding exponential family is the isotropic multivariate Normal:
p(x|ab) = N (x|rv) with r = b
a
, v =
1
a
. (124)
B.1.3 Diagonal Gaussian variable
For x ∈ RN , sufficient statisticsφ(x) = {x,−12x2}, natural parameters b ∈ RN and diagonal precision a ∈ RN .
A[ab] = ln
∫
dx e−
1
2
xᵀax+bᵀx =
N∑
i=1
b2i
2ai
+
1
2
ln
2pi
ai
, (125)
r[ab] =
b
a
, v[ab] =
1
a
∈ RN . (126)
The corresponding exponential family is the diagonal multivariate Normal:
p(x|ab) = N (x|rv) with r = b
a
, v =
1
a
. (127)
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B.1.4 Full covariance Gaussian variable
For x ∈ RN , sufficient statistics φ(x) = {x,−12xxᵀ}, natural parameters b ∈ RN and matrix precision a ∈
RN×N .
A[ab] = ln
∫
dx e−
1
2
xᵀax+bᵀx =
1
2
bᵀa−1b+
1
2
ln det 2pia−1, (128)
r[ab] =
b
a
, Σ[ab] = a−1 ∈ RN×N , (129)
The corresponding exponential family is the full covariance multivariate Normal:
p(x|ab) = N (x|rΣ) with r = b
a
, Σ = a−1. (130)
B.1.5 Real variable
For x ∈ R, sufficient statistics φ(x) = {x,−12x2}, natural parameters {b, a}.
A[ab] = ln
∫
dx e−
1
2
ax2+bx =
b2
2a
+
1
2
ln
2pi
a
, (131)
r[ab] =
b
a
, v[ab] =
1
a
. (132)
The corresponding exponential family is the Normal:
p(x|ab) = N (x|rv) with r = b
a
, v =
1
a
. (133)
B.1.6 Binary variable
For x ∈ ±, sufficient statistics φ(x) = {x}, natural parameter {b}.
A[b] = ln
∑
x=±
ebx = ln(e+b + e−b), (134)
r[b] = tanh(b), v[b] =
1
cosh(b)2
. (135)
The corresponding exponential family is the Bernoulli (over ±):
p(x|b) = p+δ+1(x) + p−δ−1(x) (136)
where the natural parameter b = 12 ln
p+
p− is the log-odds.
B.1.7 Sparse variable
For x ∈ R ∪ {0}, sufficient statistics φ(x) = {x,−12x2, δ(x)}, natural parameters {b, a, η}. There is a finite
probability that x = 0. The natural parameter η corresponding to the sufficient statistic δ(x) is dual to the
fraction of zero elements κ = Eδ(x) = p(x = 0). The sparsity ρ = 1 − κ = p(x 6= 0) is the fraction of
non-zero elements.
A[abη] = ln
[
eη +
∫
dxe−
1
2
ax2+bx
]
= η + ln(1 + eξ) with ξ = A[ab]− η, (137)
r[abη] =
b
a
σ(ξ), v[abη] =
1
a
σ(ξ) +
b2
a2
σ(ξ)σ(−ξ), ρ[abη] = σ(ξ), (138)
where σ is the sigmoid function and the parameter ξ is the sparsity log-odds:
ξ = A[ab]− η = ln σ(ξ)
σ(−ξ) = ln
ρ
1− ρ. (139)
The corresponding exponential family is the Gauss-Bernoulli:
p(x|abη) = [1− ρ]δ(x) + ρN (x|rv) with r = b
a
, v =
1
a
, ρ = ρ[abη]. (140)
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B.1.8 Interval variable
For x ∈ X , sufficient statistics φ(x) = {x,−12x2}, natural parameters {b, a}, where X = [xmin, xmax] ⊂ R is
a real interval. The probability that x belongs to X is equal to:
pX [ab] =
∫
X
dxN (x|rv) = Φ(zmax)− Φ(zmin), (141)
zmin =
xmin − r√
v
=
axmin − b√
a
, zmax =
xmax − r√
v
=
axmax − b√
a
, (142)
whereΦ is the cumulative Normal distribution and zmin and zmax are the z-scores of xmin and xmax for the Normal
of mean r = ba and variance v =
1
a . Then:
AX [ab] = ln
∫
X
dx e−
1
2
ax2+bx = A[ab] + ln pX [ab], (143)
rX [ab] =
b
a
− 1√
a
N (zmax)−N (zmin)
Φ(zmax)− Φ(zmin) , (144)
vX [ab] =
1
a
{
1− zmaxN (zmax)− zminN (zmin)
Φ(zmax)− Φ(zmin) −
[N (zmax)−N (zmin)
Φ(zmax)− Φ(zmin)
]2}
. (145)
The corresponding exponential family is the truncated Normal distribution:
pX(x|ab) = 1
pX [ab]
N (x|rv)δX(x) with r = b
a
, v =
1
a
. (146)
B.1.9 Positive/negative variable
For x ∈ R±, sufficient statistics φ(x) = {x,−12x2}, natural parameters {b, a}. It’s a particular case of the
interval variable with X = R±.
p±[ab] =
∫
R±
dxN (x|ab) = Φ(z±) with z± = ± b√
a
, (147)
A±[ab] = ln
∫
R±
dx e−
1
2
ax2+bx = A[ab] + ln p±[ab], (148)
r±[ab] = ± 1√
a
{
z± +
N (z±)
Φ(z±)
}
, (149)
v±[ab] =
1
a
{
1− z±N (z±)
Φ(z±)
− N (z±)
2
Φ(z±)2
}
. (150)
The corresponding exponential family is the half Normal:
p±(x|ab) = 1
p±[ab]
N (x|rv)δ(x ∈ R±) with r = b
a
, v =
1
a
. (151)
B.1.10 Phase (circular) variable
For x = eiθx ∈ U(1), sufficient statistics φ(x) = {x}, natural parameter {b}. Generally the von Mises
distribution on the circle is defined over the angle θx ∈ [0, 2pi[ but we find it more convenient to define it over
the phase x = eiθx ∈ U(1) ' S1. Then the natural parameter b = |b|eiθb ∈ C and:
AU(1)[b] = ln
∫
U(1)
dx eb
ᵀx = ln 2piI0(|b|) (152)
rU(1)[b] =
b
|b|
I1(|b|)
I0(|b|) , vU(1)[b] =
1
2
[
1− I1(|b|)
2
I0(|b|)2
]
, (153)
where I0 is the modified Bessel function of the first kind. For the natural parameter b, its modulus |b| is called
the concentration parameter and is analogous to the precision for a Gaussian, and its angle θb = θr is the circular
mean. The corresponding exponential family is the von Mises:
p(x|b) = e
κ cos(θx−µ)
2piI0(κ)
with κ = |b|, µ = θb. (154)
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B.2 Linear channels
B.2.1 Generic linear channel
z
RNz
x
RNx
W
The factor f(x, z) = p(x|z) = δ(x −Wz) is the deterministic channel x = Wz. Unless explicitly specified,
we will always consider isotropic Gaussian beliefs on both x and z. The log-partition is given by:
Af [az→fbz→fax→fbx→f ] =
1
2
bᵀΣb+
1
2
ln det 2piΣ (155)
b = bz→f +W ᵀbx→f , a = az→f + ax→fW ᵀW, Σ = a−1. (156)
The posterior means and variances are given by:
rfz = Σb, v
f
z = Eλ
1
az→f + ax→fλ
, (157)
rfx = Wr
f
z , v
f
x =
1
α
Eλ
λ
az→f + ax→fλ
, (158)
where λ = SpecW ᵀW denotes the spectrum of W ᵀW and α = NxNz the aspect ratio of W . There is actually
no need to explicitly compute the matrix inverse Σ = a−1 at each update; it is more numerically efficient to use
the SVD decomposition (see Section B.2.6). The variances satisfy:
az→fvfz + αax→fv
f
x = 1, (159)
αax→fvfx = 1− az→fvfz = neff, (160)
where neff = Eλ
ax→fλ
az→f+ax→fλ is known as the effective number of parameters in Bayesian linear regression
[Bishop, 2006].
B.2.2 Ensemble average
The ensemble average variances are still given by Eqs. (157)-(158). The ensemble average log-partition and the
mutual information are equal to
Af [af ] =
az→fρz + αax→fρx − 1
2
+
1
2
Eλ ln
2pi
az→f + ax→fλ
, (161)
If [af ] =
1
2
Eλ ln ρz(az→f + ax→fλ). (162)
From these expressions, it is straightforward to check the variance precision duality:
1
2v
f
z = ∂az→f If [af ],
1
2αv
f
x = ∂ax→f If [af ], (163)
as well as the overlap precision duality:
1
2m
f
z = ∂az→fAf [af ],
1
2αm
f
x = ∂ax→fAf [af ]. (164)
B.2.3 Random matrix theory expressions
The posterior variances and the mutual informations are closely related to the following transforms in random
matrix theory [Tulino and Verdú, 2004]:
Shannon transform V(γ) = Eλ ln(1 + γλ) (165)
η transform η(γ) = Eλ
1
1 + γλ
(166)
Stieltjes transform S(z) = Eλ 1
λ− z (167)
R transform R(s) = S−1(−s)− 1
s
(168)
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where S−1 denotes the functional inverse of S. Following Reeves [2017] let’s introduce the integrated R-
transform and its Legendre transform
J(t) =
1
2
∫ t
0
dzR(−z), J∗(u) = sup
t
J(t)− 1
2
ut. (169)
Using the identities [Tulino and Verdú, 2004]
γ
d
dγ
V(γ) = 1− η(γ) = −φR(φ) with φ = −γη(γ), (170)
it can be shown that:
az→fvfz = η(γ) with γ =
ax→f
az→f
, (171)
u =
αvfx
vfz
= R(φ), (172)
If [af ] =
1
2
ln ρzaz→f +
1
2
V(γ), (173)
I∗f [vf ] = J
∗(u) + I∗z [vz]. (174)
The last equation is the same as [Reeves, 2017]. When the matrix W belongs to an ensemble for which the
limiting spectral density ofW ᵀW is known3 the transforms above and therefore the variances and mutual infor-
mations can be derived analytically, leading to the S-AMP approach [Çakmak et al., 2014, 2016].
B.2.4 Rotation channel
IfW = R is a rotation, then vfz = vfx = 1a and If [af ] =
1
2 ln ρza with a = az→f + ax→f . Besides the forward
f → x and backward f → z updates are simple rotations in parameter space:
anewf→x = az→f , b
new
f→x = Rbz→f , (175)
anewf→z = ax→f , b
new
f→z = R
ᵀbx→f . (176)
B.2.5 Scaling channel
When the weight matrixW = S is a diagonalNx×Nz matrix, the eigenvalue distribution is equal to λ = SᵀS
and the posterior mean and variances are given by:
rfz =
bz→f + Sᵀbx→f
az→f + ax→fλ
, vfz = Eλ
1
az→f + ax→fλ
, (177)
rfx = Sr
f
z , v
f
x =
1
α
Eλ
λ
az→f + ax→fλ
. (178)
In particular, for out-of-rank components, the posterior mean rfz is set to the prior and the posterior mean rfx is
set to zero:
if R < i ≤ Nz rf(i)z =
b
(i)
z→f
az→f
, (179)
if R < i ≤ Nx rf(i)x = 0. (180)
3For instance ifW has iid entries of mean 0 and variance of order 1
Nz
, the limiting spectral density ofW ᵀW is the Marcenko Pastur
law
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B.2.6 SVD decomposition
As proposed by Rangan et al. [2017] for VAMP, it is more efficient to precompute the SVD decomposition:
W = UxSV
ᵀ
z , Ux ∈ O(Nx), Vz ∈ O(Nz), S ∈ RNx×Nz diagonal. (181)
The eigenvalue distribution of W ᵀW is equal to λ = SᵀS. Then the EP updates for W are equivalent to the
composition of a rotation V ᵀz in z-space, a scaling S that projects z into the x space and a rotationUx in x-space.
z
RNz
z˜
RNz
x˜
RNx
x
RNx
V ᵀz S Ux
These updates are only rotations or element-wise scaling and are thus considerably faster than solving arfz =
b or even worse computing the inverse Σ = a−1 at each update. It comes at the expense of computing the SVD
decomposition ofW , but this only needs to be done once.
B.2.7 Complex linear channel
The real linear channel can be easily extended to the complex linear channel x = Wz with x ∈ CNx , z ∈ CNz
andW ∈ CNx×Nz and λ = SpecW †W .
B.2.8 Unitary channel
WhenW = U is unitary, for instance whenW = F is the discrete Fourier transform (DFT), then vfz = vfx = 1a
and If [af ] = 12 ln ρza with a = az→f + ax→f . Besides the forward f → x and backward f → z updates are
simple unitary transforms in parameter space:
anewf→x = az→f , b
new
f→x = Ubz→f , (182)
anewf→z = ax→f , b
new
f→z = U
†bx→f . (183)
B.2.9 Convolution channel (complex)
z
CN
x
CN∗w
The convolution channel x = w ∗ z with convolution weights w ∈ CN is a complex linear channel x = Wz
with Nz = Nx = N . It is equivalent to the composition of a discrete Fourier transform (DFT) F for z, a
multiplication by wˆ = Fw ∈ CN , and an inverse DFTF−1 for x. The eigenvalue distribution ofW †W is equal
to λ = wˆ†wˆ = |wˆ|2.
z
CN
zˆ
CN
xˆ
CN
x
CNF wˆ F−1
B.2.10 Convolution channel (real)
z
RN
x
RN∗w
The convolution channel x = w ∗ z with convolution weights w ∈ RN is a real linear channel x = Wz
with Nz = Nx = N . It is equivalent to the composition of a discrete Fourier transform (DFT) F for z, a
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multiplication by wˆ = Fw ∈ CN , and an inverse DFT F−1 for x. The eigenvalue distribution of W ᵀW is
equal to λ = wˆ†wˆ = |wˆ|2.
z
RN
zˆ
CN
xˆ
CN
x
RNF wˆ F−1
B.2.11 Full covariance beliefs
In this subsection we will consider the linear channel x = Wz with full covariance beliefs on x and z, meaning
that the precisions az→f and ax→f are matrices. The log-partition is given by:
Af [az→fbz→fax→fbx→f ] =
1
2
bᵀΣb+
1
2
ln det 2piΣ (184)
b = bz→f +W ᵀbx→f , a = az→f +W ᵀax→fW, Σ = a−1. (185)
The posterior mean and covariance are given by:
rfz = Σb, Σ
f
z =Σ, (186)
rfx = Wr
f
z , Σ
f
x =WΣW
ᵀ, (187)
We have afz = a and bfz = b so the backward f → z update is simply given by:
anewf→z = W
ᵀax→fW, bnewf→z = W
ᵀbx→f (188)
We have:
afx = (WΣW
ᵀ)−1 = ax→f + (Wa−1z→fW
ᵀ)−1 (189)
bfx = (WΣW
ᵀ)−1WΣb = bx→f + (WΣW ᵀ)−1WΣbz→f (190)
The RHS of Eq (190) follows directly from the definition of b. We can obtain the RHS of Eq (189) by two
applications of the Woodbury identity. Using the mean and covariance of the z → f and f → x messages:
Σz→f = a−1z→f , rz→f = a
−1
z→fbz→f (191)
Σf→x = a−1f→x, rf→x = a
−1
f→xbf→x (192)
we can write the forward f → x update as:
Σnewf→x = WΣz→fW
ᵀ, rnewf→x = Wrz→f . (193)
B.3 Separable priors
B.3.1 Generic separable prior
x
RN
p0
Let f(x) = p0(x) =
∏N
i=1 p0(x
(i)) be a separable prior over x ∈ RN . The log-partition, posterior mean and
variance are given by:
Af [ax→fbx→f ] =
N∑
i=1
Af [ax→fb
(i)
x→f ], (194)
rf(i)x [ax→fbx→f ] = r
f
x [ax→fb
(i)
x→f ], (195)
vfx [ax→fbx→f ] =
1
N
N∑
i=1
vfx [ax→fb
(i)
x→f ]. (196)
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where on the RHS the same quantities are defined over scalar b(i)x→f ∈ R. In the remainder we will only derive
the scalar case, as it can be straightforwardly extended to the high dimensional counterpart through Eqs. (194)-
(196). For a large class of priors that we call natural priors we can derive closed-form expressions for the
log-partition, mean and variance as shown in Section B.3.3; familiar examples include the Gaussian, binary,
Gauss-Bernoulli, and positive priors.
B.3.2 Ensemble average
The ensemble average variance and log-partition are given by:
vfx [ax→f ] =
∫
dbx→f p(bx→f |ax→f ) vfx [ax→fbx→f ], (197)
Af [ax→f ] =
∫
dbx→f p(bx→f |ax→f )Af [ax→fbx→f ], (198)
with p(bx→f |ax→f ) = N (bx→f |0, ax→f )Zf [ax→fbx→f ]. (199)
where the integration is taken over scalar bx→f ∈ R and Zf = eAf is the scalar partition function. The
relationship between the mutual information and the log-partition now reads:
If [ax→f ] = 12ax→fρx −Af [ax→f ]. (200)
The variance-precision duality and the overlap-precision duality now simply read:
1
2v
f
x = ∂ax→f If [ax→f ],
1
2m
f
x = ∂ax→fAf [ax→f ]. (201)
B.3.3 Natural prior
Let z be a variable of base space Z, with sufficient statistics φ(z) and associated natural parameters λz . Several
examples of variable types are presented in Section B.1 such as the real, binary, sparse and positive variable. A
natural prior over the variable z is an exponential family distribution p0(z) = p(z|λ0) = eλ
ᵀ
0φ(z)−Az [λ0] with a
given natural parameter λ0.
Variable z belief Let the factor f(z) = p0(z) = p(z|λ0) be a natural prior. Let us first consider the corre-
sponding module with variable z belief.
λ0 z
Z
p0
The log-partition and moment function are given by:
Af [λz→f ] = Az[λz→f + λ0]−Az[λ0], (202)
µfz [λz→f ] = µz[λz→f + λ0], (203)
where Az[λ] and µz[λ] denotes the log-partition and moment function of the variable z. The f → z update is
the constant message:
λnewf→z = λ0. (204)
Variable x belief Let x be a variable of different type than z, with base spaceX and sufficient statistics φ(x)
and associated natural parameters λx. We still consider the same factor f(x) = p0(x) = p(x|λ0) which is a
natural prior in the z variable, but we derive the corresponding module using a variable x belief.
λ0 x
X
p0
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This is meaningful only if we can inject Z ↪→ X . We denote by φ(0), φ(1) and φ(2) the set of sufficient
statistics common to x and z, specific to z and specific to x respectively. We will assume that the sufficient
statistics φ(2) specific to x are constant on Z:
φ(2)(z) = µ
(2)
Z for all z ∈ Z. (205)
Then the log-partition and moment function are given by:
Af [λx→f ] = Az[λz→f + λ0]−Az[λ0] + λ(2)Tx→fµ(2)Z , (206)
µf(0)x [λx→f ] = µ
(0)
z [λz→f + λ0], µ
f(2)
x [λx→f ] = µ
(2)
Z (207)
with λ(0)z→f = λ
(0)
x→f and λ
(1)
z→f = 0.
Isotropic Gaussian belief To derive the isotropic Gaussian belief modules, we take x to be a real variable that
isX = R and φ(x) = {x,−12x2} and associated natural parameters bx and ax. When z is a real, binary, sparse,
and interval variable we obtain respectively the Gaussian, binary, Gauss-Bernoulli and truncated Normal prior
as detailed in the next subsections.
B.3.4 Gaussian prior
x
RN
The factor f(x) = p(x|a0b0) = N (x|r0v0) is the Normal prior with natural parameters a0 = 1v0 and b0 = r0v0 .
The Normal prior corresponds to the natural prior for the real variable x ∈ R. According to Section B.3.3 the
log-partition is given by:
Af [ax→fbx→f ] = A[ab]−A[a0b0] with a = ax→f + a0, b = bx→f + b0, (208)
whereA[ab] is the log-partition of a real variable, see Section B.1.5. The posterior mean and variance are given
by:
rfx =
b
a
, vfx =
1
a
, (209)
leading to the constant f → x update:
anewf→x = a0, b
new
f→x = b0. (210)
The ensemble average variance is directly given by vfx = 1a . The ensemble average log-partition and the mutual
information are given by:
Af [ax→f ] =
ax→fρx
2
+
1
2
ln
a0
a
, If [ax→f ] =
1
2
ln v0 a. (211)
From these expressions, it is straightforward to check the variance precision duality and overlap precision duality:
1
2v
f
x = ∂ax→f If [ax→f ],
1
2m
f
x = ∂ax→fAf [ax→f ]. (212)
B.3.5 Binary prior
x
R
p±
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The factor f(x) = p(x|b0) = p+δ+1(x) + p−δ−1(x) is the binary prior with natural parameter b0 = 12 ln p+p− .
The binary prior corresponds to the natural prior for the binary variable z ∈ ±. According to Section B.3.3 the
log-partition, posterior mean and variance are given by:
Af [ax→fbx→f ] = A[b]−A[b0]− ax→f
2
with b = b0 + bx→f , (213)
rfx = r[b], v
f
x = v[b], (214)
where A[b], r[b] and v[b] denote the log-partition, mean and variance of a binary variable, see Section B.1.6.
B.3.6 Sparse prior
x
RNρ
The factor f(x) = p(x|a0b0η0) = [1 − ρ0]δ0(x) + ρ0N (x|r0v0) is the Gauss-Bernoulli prior with natural
parameters a0 = 1v0 , b0 =
r0
v0
and η0 = A[a0b0] − ln ρ01−ρ0 where A[ab] = b
2
2a +
1
2 ln
2pi
a is the log-partition of
a real variable. The Gauss-Bernoulli prior corresponds to the natural prior for the sparse variable z ∈ R ∪ {0}.
According to Section B.3.3 the log-partition, posterior mean and variance are given by:
Af [ax→fbx→f ] = A[abη0]−A[a0b0η0] with a = a0 + ax→f , b = b0 + bx→f , (215)
rfx = r[abη0], v
f
x = v[abη0], (216)
where A[abη], r[abη] and v[abη] denote the log-partition, mean and variance of a sparse variable, see Sec-
tion B.1.7. Also the sparsity of x is equal to ρfx = ρ[abη0].
B.3.7 Interval prior
Let X ⊂ R denotes any real interval, for example X = R+ for a positive prior.
x
R
pX
The factor f(x) = pX(x|a0b0) = 1pX [a0b0]N (x|r0v0)δX(x) is the truncated Normal prior with natural
parameters a0 = 1v0 and b0 =
r0
v0
. The truncated Normal corresponds to the natural prior for the interval
variable z ∈ X . According to Section B.3.3 the log-partition, posterior mean and variance are given by:
Af [ax→fbx→f ] = AX [ab]−AX [a0b0] with a = a0 + ax→f , b = b0 + bx→f , (217)
rfx = rX [ab], v
f
x = vX [ab] (218)
where AX [ab], rX [ab] and vX [ab] denote the log-partition, mean and variance of a interval X variable, see
Section B.1.8.
B.4 Separable likelihoods
B.4.1 Generic separable likelihood
z
RN
y
Y N
pout
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Let f(x) = pout(y|z) =
∏N
i=1 pout(y
(i)|x(i)) be a separable likelihood over z ∈ RN with observed y ∈ Y N .
The log-partition, posterior means and variances are given by:
Af [az→fbz→f ; y] =
N∑
i=1
Af [az→fb
(i)
z→f ; y
(i)], (219)
rf(i)z [az→fbz→f ; y] = r
f
z [az→fb
(i)
z→f ; y
(i)], (220)
vfx [ax→fbx→f ; y] =
1
N
N∑
i=1
vfx [ax→fb
(i)
x→f ; y
(i)]. (221)
where on the RHS the same quantities are defined over scalar b(i)x→f ∈ R and y(i) ∈ R. In the remainder we will
only derive the scalar case, as it can be straightforwardly extended to the high dimensional counterpart through
Eqs. (219)-(221).
B.4.2 Ensemble average
The ensemble average variance and log-partition are given by:
vfz [az→f ] =
∫
dydbz→f p(y, bz→f |az→f ) vfz [az→fbz→f ; y], (222)
Af [az→f ] =
∫
dydbz→f p(y, bz→f |az→f )Af [az→fbz→f ; y], (223)
with p(y, bz→f |az→f ) = N (bz→f |0, az→f − 1/ρz)Zf [az→fbz→f ; y] 1√2piρz (224)
where the integration is taken over scalar bz→f ∈ R and y ∈ R and Zf = eAf is the scalar partition function.
The relationship between the mutual information and the log-partition now reads:
If [az→f ] = 12az→fρz −Af [az→f ] + 12 ln 2piρze . (225)
The variance-precision duality and the overlap-precision duality now simply read:
1
2v
f
z = ∂az→f If [az→f ],
1
2m
f
z = ∂az→fAf [az→f ]. (226)
B.4.3 Gaussian likelihood
z
R
y
R
∆
The factor f(z) = p(y|z) = N (y|z∆) is the Gaussian likelihood with noise variance ∆ and observed y. The
log-partition is given by:
Af [az→fbz→f ; y] = A[ab]−A[ayby], (227)
ay =
1
∆
, by =
y
∆
, a = az→f + ay, b = bz→f + by, (228)
whereA[ab] denotes the log-partition of a real variable, see Section B.1.5. The posterior mean and variance are
given by:
rfz =
b
a
, vfz =
1
a
, (229)
leading to the constant f → z update:
anewf→z = ay, b
new
f→z = by. (230)
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The ensemble average variance is directly given by vfz = 1a . The ensemble average log-partition and the mutual
information are given by:
Af [az→f ] =
az→fρz
2
− 1 + 1
2
ln
ay
a
, If [az→f ] =
1
2
ln ρza+
1
2
ln 2pie∆. (231)
From these expressions, it is straightforward to check the variance precision duality and overlap precision duality:
1
2v
f
z = ∂az→f If [az→f ],
1
2m
f
z = ∂az→fAf [az→f ]. (232)
B.4.4 Sgn likelihood
z
R
y
±
sgn
The factor f(z) = p(y|z) = δ(y − sgn(z)) is the deterministic likelihood y = sgn(z) ∈ ±. The log-partition,
posterior mean and variance are given by:
Af [az→fbz→f ; y] = Ay[az→fbz→f ], (233)
rfz = ry[az→fbz→f ], v
f
z = vy[az→fbz→f ], (234)
where A±[ab], r±[ab] and v±[ab] denote the log-partition, mean and variance of a positive/negative variable,
see Section B.1.9.
B.4.5 Abs likelihood
z
R
y
R+
abs
The factor f(z) = p(y|z) = δ(y − abs(z)) is the deterministic likelihood y = abs(z) ∈ R+. The log-partition,
posterior mean and variance are given by:
Af [az→fbz→f ; y] = −az→fy
2
2
+A[b] with b = ybz→f , (235)
rfz = y r[b], v
f
z = y
2v[b], (236)
where A[b], r[b] and v[b] denote the log-partition, mean and variance of a binary variable, see Section B.1.6.
B.4.6 Phase likelihood
z
C
y
U(1)
eiθ(.)
The factor f(z) = p(y|z) = δ(y − eiθ(z)) is the deterministic likelihood y = eiθ(z) ∈ U(1). The log-partition,
posterior mean and variance are given by:
Af [az→fbz→f ; y] = A+[az→fb] with b = yᵀbz→f , (237)
rfz = y r+[az→fb], v
f
z =
1
2v+[az→fb], (238)
where A+[ab], r+[ab] and v+[ab] denote the log-partition, mean and variance of a positive variable, see Sec-
tion B.1.9. The 12 factor in the variance comes from the average over the real and imaginary parts.
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B.4.7 Modulus likelihood
z
C
y
R+| · |
The factor f(z) = p(y|z) = δ(y−|z|) is the deterministic likelihood y = |z| ∈ R+. The log-partition, posterior
mean and variance are given by:
Af [az→fbz→f ; y] = −az→fy
2
2
+ ln y +AU(1)[b] with b = ybz→f , (239)
rfz = y rU(1)[b], v
f
z = y
2vU(1)[b], (240)
where AU(1)[b], rU(1)[b] and vU(1)[b] denote the log-partition, mean and variance of a phase variable, see Sec-
tion B.1.10.
B.5 Separable channels
B.5.1 Generic separable channel
z
RN
x
RN
p
Let f(x, z) = p(x|z) = ∏Ni=1 p(x(i)|z(i)) be a separable channel with input z ∈ RN and output x ∈ RN . The
log-partition, posterior means and variances are given by:
Af [afbf ] =
N∑
i=1
Af [afb
(i)
f ], (241)
rf(i)x [afbf ] = r
f
x [afb
(i)
f ], r
f(i)
z [afbf ] = r
f
z [afb
(i)
f ], (242)
vfx [afbf ] =
1
N
N∑
i=1
vfx [afb
(i)
f ], v
f
z [afbf ] =
1
N
N∑
i=1
vfz [afb
(i)
f ]. (243)
where on the RHS the same quantities are defined over scalar b(i)x→f ∈ R and b(i)z→f ∈ R. In the remainder
we will only derive the scalar case, as it can be straightforwardly extended to the high dimensional counterpart
through Eqs. (241)-(243).
B.5.2 Ensemble average
The ensemble average variance and log-partition are given by:
vfx [af ] =
∫
dbf p(bf |af ) vfx [afbf ], (244)
vfz [af ] =
∫
dbf p(bf |af ) vfz [afbf ], (245)
Af [af ] =
∫
dbf p(bf |af )Af [afbf ], (246)
with p(bf |af ) = N (bx→f |0, ax→f )N (bz→f |0, az→f − 1/ρz)Zf [afbf ] 1√2piρz . (247)
where the integration is taken over scalar bz→f ∈ R and bx→f ∈ R andZf = eAf is the scalar partition function.
The relationship between the mutual information and the log-partition now reads:
If [af ] =
1
2(ax→fρx + az→fρz)−Af [af ] + 12 ln 2piρze . (248)
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The variance precision duality now simply reads:
1
2v
f
z = ∂az→f If [af ],
1
2v
f
x = ∂ax→f If [af ], (249)
and the overlap precision duality reads:
1
2m
f
z = ∂az→fAf [af ],
1
2m
f
x = ∂ax→fAf [af ]. (250)
B.5.3 Gaussian noise channel
z
R
x
R
∆
The factor f(x, z) = p(x|z) = N (x|z∆) is the additive Gaussian noise channel x = z +√∆ξ with variance
∆ and precision a∆ = ∆−1. The log-partition is given by:
Af [afbf ] =
1
2
bᵀΣb+
1
2
ln det 2piΣ− 1
2
ln 2pi∆, (251)
b =
[
bz→f
bx→f
]
, A =
[
a∆ + az→f −a∆
−a∆ a∆ + ax→f
]
, Σ = A−1. (252)
The posterior mean and variance are given by:
vfz =
a∆ + ax→∆
a∆a
, rfz = v
f
z
[
bz→f +
a∆bx→f
a∆ + ax→f
]
, (253)
vfx =
a∆ + az→∆
a∆a
, rfx = v
f
x
[
bx→f +
a∆bz→f
a∆ + az→f
]
, (254)
with a = ax→f + az→f +
ax→faz→f
a∆
. (255)
We therefore have:
afz = az→f +
a∆ax→f
a∆ + ax→f
, bfz =
[
bz→f +
a∆bx→f
a∆ + ax→f
]
, (256)
afx = ax→f +
a∆az→f
a∆ + az→f
, bfx =
[
bx→f +
a∆bz→f
a∆ + az→f
]
. (257)
leading to the backward f → z and forward f → x updates:
anewf→z =
a∆
a∆ + ax→f
ax→f , bnewf→z =
a∆
a∆ + ax→f
bx→f , (258)
anewf→x =
a∆
a∆ + az→f
az→f , bnewf→x =
a∆
a∆ + az→f
bz→f . (259)
The ensemble average variances are still given by Eqs. (253)-(254). The ensemble average log-partition and the
mutual information are given by:
Af [af ] =
az→fρz + ax→fρx − 1
2
+
1
2
ln
2pi
a
, If [af ] =
1
2
ln ρza. (260)
From these expressions, it is straightforward to check the variance precision duality:
1
2v
f
z = ∂az→f If [af ],
1
2v
f
x = ∂ax→f If [af ], (261)
as well as the overlap precision duality:
1
2m
f
z = ∂az→fAf [af ],
1
2m
f
x = ∂ax→fAf [af ]. (262)
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B.5.4 Piecewise linear activation
z
R
x
R
f
Factor f(x, z) = p(x|z) = δ(x− f(z)) is the deterministic channel x = f(z), where we assume the activation
to be piecewise linear4
f(z) =
∑
R
δR(z)[xR + γRz]. (263)
As the real line R is the disjoint union of the regions R, the factor partition function is simply the sum of the
region partition functions:
Zf [afbf ] =
∑
R
Zf,R[afbf ], (264)
Zf,R[afbf ] =
∫
R
dz e−
1
2
ax→f [xR+γRz]2+b
ᵀ
x→f [xR+γRz]− 12az→f z2+b
ᵀ
z→fx. (265)
Thus at the factor level, the log-partition, posterior means and variances are given by:
Af [afbf ] = ln
∑
R
eAf,R[af bf ], (266)
rfz =
∑
R
σR r
R
z , σ = softmax{Af,R}, (267)
rfx =
∑
R
σR r
R
x (268)
vfz =
∑
R
σR v
R
z +
∑
R<R′
σR σR′ [r
R
z − rR
′
z ]
2 (269)
vfx =
∑
R
σR v
R
x +
∑
R<R′
σRσR′ [r
R
x − rR
′
x ]
2 (270)
The corresponding quantities at the linear region level are given by:
Af,R[afbf ] = −ax→fx
2
R
2
+ bx→fxR +AR[ab], (271)
rRz = rR[ab], r
R
x = xR + γRr
R
z , (272)
vRz = vR[ab], v
R
x = γ
2
Rv
R
z , (273)
with a = az→f + γ2Rax→f , b = bz→f + γR[bx→f − ax→fxR], (274)
where AR[ab], rR[ab] and vR[ab] denote the log-partition, mean and variance of an interval R variable, see
Section B.1.8.
4 ReLU, leaky ReLU, hard tanh, hard sigmoid, sgn and abs are popular examples.
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C Proof of overlap/variance precision duality
C.1 Derivative of Ax and Ix
Since Ax[ax] = 12axρx − 12 + 12 ln 2piax andmx = ρx − vx and vx = 1ax :
∂axAx =
1
2(ρx − vx) = 12mx. (275)
Since Ix[ax] = 12 ln ρxax and vx =
1
ax
:
∂axIx =
1
2vx. (276)
C.2 Derivative of Af and If
The ensemble average log-partition can be written as
NfAf [af ] =
∫
dbf p(bf |af )Af [afbf ] (277)
where the expectation over bf is obtained by marginalizing the teacher generative distribution Eq. (71) over xf
and substituting zf → bf :
p(bf |af ) = N (b+f | 0, a+f )N (b−f | 0, a−f − 1/ρ−f )Zf [afbf ]
∏
x∈f−
1√
2piρx
. (278)
The partition functionZf [ab] =
∫
dxf f(xf )e
−12ax
ᵀ
fxf+b
ᵀxf , the log-partitionAf [ab] and the normalN (b|0, a)
verify:
∂aZf [ab] = −12∂2bZf [ab] (279)
∂bAf [ab] = rf [ab] (280)
∂aAf [ab] = −12{∂2bAf [ab] + (∂bAf [ab])2} (281)
∂aN (b|0, a) = 12∂2bN (b|0, a) (282)
Using the previous identities and integrating by parts one ultimately finds:
Nf∂ax→fAf [af ] =
∫
dbfp(bf |af )12‖rfx [afbf ]‖2. (283)
Or using the self-overlap qfx [af ] = E‖r
f
x‖2
Nx
and αfx = NxNf :
∂ax→fAf [af ] =
1
2α
f
xq
f
x [af ]. (284)
Note that the teacher student scenario we are considering is Bayes optimal so qfx = mfx = ρx−vfx and therefore:
∂ax→fAf [af ] =
1
2α
f
xm
f
x[af ]. (285)
Since If and Af are related by Eq. (78) andmfx = ρx − vfx :
∂ax→f If =
1
2α
f
xρx − ∂ax→fAf = 12αfx(ρx −mfx) = 12αfxvfx . (286)
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D Proof of Proposition 3
D.1 Minimization of A∗[{mx}]
First, minimizing A∗[m] overm = {mx} leads to:
0 = ∂mxA
∗[m] =
∑
f∈x
ax→f [mf ] + (1− nx)ax[mx] (287)
which is the precision constraint. The solution is therefore the same as the state evolution fixed point Eq. (98).
The same holds for I∗[v] as A∗[m] = I∗[v].
D.2 Stationary point of A[{ax, af}]
Using the duality between precisions and overlaps:
min
m
A∗[m] = min
m
∑
f
αfA
∗
f [mf ] +
∑
x
αx(1− nx)A∗x[mx]
= min
m
∑
f
αf max
af
{∑
x∈f
1
2α
f
xax→fmx −Af [af ]
}
+
∑
x
αx (1− nx)︸ ︷︷ ︸
≤0
max
ax
{
1
2axmx −Ax[ax]
}
= min
m
min
ax
max
af
−
∑
f
αfAf [af ]−
∑
x
αx(1− nx)Ax[ax]
+
∑
x
αxmx
∑
f∈x
ax→f + (1− nx)ax

= min
ax
max
af
−A[{ax, af}] s.t (nx − 1)ax =
∑
f∈x
ax→f . (288)
As a consistency check, let’s derive the solution to Eq. (288). Consider the Lagrangian:
L[{ax, af ,mx}] = A[{ax, ax}] + 12
∑
x
mx
(nx − 1)ax −∑
f∈x
ax→f
 (289)
with Lagrangian multipliermx associated to the precision constraint (nx−1)ax =
∑
f∈x ax→f . At a stationary
point:
∂mxL = 0 =⇒ (nx − 1)ax =
∑
f∈x
ax→f (290)
∂afL = 0 =⇒ mx = mfx[af ] (291)
∂axL = 0 =⇒ mx = mx[ax] (292)
which is the same as the state evolution fixed point Eq. (98). Furthermore the Lagrangian multiplier is the
posterior overlapmx = m∗x.
D.3 Stationary point of A[{ax→f , af→x}]
Finally, the optimization under constraint ofA[{ax, af}] is equivalent to finding a stationary point ofA[{af→x, ax→f}]
without any constraint. Indeed:
∂af→xA = 0 =⇒ mx[afx] = mx[ax] =⇒ afx = ax (293)
∂ax→fA = 0 =⇒ mfx[af ] = mx[afx] (294)
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which implies the overlap matching:
mfx[af ] = mx[ax] (295)
as well as the precision constraint:∑
f∈x
ax→f =
∑
f∈x
(ax − af→x) = nxax − ax = (nx − 1)ax (296)
which again corresponds to the state evolution fixed point Eq. (98).
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